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Preface
Strongly correlated systems with a huge number of degrees of freedom appear in
many physical research elds, that reach from quantum models, statistical sys-
tems to non-equilibrium phenomena. Typically, microscopic strong interactions
can lead to highly non-trivial collective macroscopic behavior, which provides
a fascinating eld for theoretical studies.
The present thesis focus on two dierent types of one-dimensional strongly
correlated systems that seemingly belong to opposed research elds. In the
rst part we study the thermodynamics of a fermionic model and thereby face
typical questions of equilibrium physics. The second part of the thesis turns
to investigations of stochastic systems, a quite modern research eld of non-
equilibrium physics.
On a theoretical level, strongly correlated systems are { even though they con-
cern such dierent physics mentioned above { tractable by similar techniques.
Particularly interesting is the case of one dimension. On the one hand, the
restricted topology alludes to a number of powerful analytical and highly pre-
cise numerical methods. On the other hand, fluctuations and collective eects
are generically strong. Therefore principle correlation eects are often studied
in one dimension rst, even if the original physical model necessitates a richer
topology.
Since a couple of years, the rapid evolution of computer technology aected
great progress in the development of complex numerical algorithms. One of
the most important ones is the density-matrix renormalization-group (DMRG),
which was developed by White in 1992 [1, 2] to study the low-energy physics
of one-dimensional quantum systems. The DMRG is based on a surprisingly
simple, but eective concept. The aim of the algorithm is to successively enlarge
a Hamilton operator and store the respective matrix by a computer. The prob-
lem of an exponentially increasing matrix dimension is countered by a renor-
malization procedure, that integrates out physically \unimportant" degrees of
freedom.
The discovery of the DMRG also initiated wide activity on various considerable
variants of the method in other physical elds. For the numerical studies of the
present thesis we use the so-called transfer-matrix DMRG (TMRG), that was
originally introduced by Nishino in 1996 [3] to study two-dimensional classical
statistical models.
In our case such a \second" additional dimension occurs in natural manner
by the (reciprocal) temperature. It was indeed shown by Suzuki [4], that
the thermodynamics of a one-dimensional quantum system with short-range
interactions can be mapped onto a two-dimensional classical statistical model.
As he used a mathematical decomposition formula tracing back to Trotter
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[5], the mapping is known as Trotter-Suzuki decomposition. After all, Xiang
et. al [6, 7] noticed, that the TMRG algorithm thereby is suited to analyze also
thermodynamic properties.
We will use the TMRG to study the thermodynamics of strongly correlated
interacting fermion systems. Since the discovery of high-temperature super-
conductivity by Bednorz and Mu¨ller [8], the research in that eld regained
a great interest in solid state physics. A kind of minimal discrete model, that
describes electrons moving in a narrow band and interacting by a strong (repuls-
ive) Coulomb interaction, is the Hubbard model [9, 10, 11]. Here, the Coulomb
coupling is reduced to an on-site repulsion term U , which is physically justiable
due to screening eects in a solid.
But recently models, that involve additional \longer ranging" two site terms
of the Coulomb repulsion, have been intensively discussed, since the Hubbard
model seems to be not a minimal model for some physical materials, e.g. poly-
acetylene [12] or the Bechgaard salts [13]. Generally, these models are called
extended Hubbard models. An interesting one has been proposed by Hirsch
in 1989 [14], consisting of a bond-charge interaction term, which is also called
correlated hopping. Based on a BCS-type theory he and Marsiglio showed
[15, 16, 17, 18] that his model can lead to an eective attraction of holes in a
nearly lled band and thus to (hole) superconductivity.
In a rst part of the thesis we present a detailed thermodynamic study of the
one-dimensional Hirsch model, using the TMRG algorithm. Even though some
research was already done here for vanishing temperature T = 0, nite tem-
perature T > 0 properties are almost unknown. We especially focus on the nu-
merical calculation of thermal correlations, which is a fairly new eld of TMRG
research. The aim is to elucidate the model’s tendency to superconductivity for
nite temperatures.
Our work with the TMRG algorithm also leads to intensive contentions with the
method inherently. A completely dierent application eld came into consid-
eration: stochastic models which describe physics \far away" from the thermal
equilibrium. Such non-equilibrium processes are found in several pure physical,
but also many interdisciplinary elds, e.g. chemical reactions [19], trac on a
highway [20], etc. Generically, stochastic models stand to reason, if the micro-
scopic dynamics are not exactly known, but empirical transition probabilities
are available.
Strong correlation eects are also of central interest here, especially in low
dimensions. But the theoretical framework of non-equilibrium collective phe-
nomena is less elaborated than in the equilibrium counterpart. The typical
numerical way to investigate stochastic models are (Monte-Carlo) simulations.
This means nothing else than randomly generating and averaging over possible
congurations of the model. Even though this is a nicely simple and powerful
numerical technique, a number of problems are known particularly at criticality
(e.g. critical slowing down).
Considerable theoretical progress was made, as Alexander and Holstein
[21] found out, that the master equation of (certain) stochastic models can be
mapped onto a Schro¨dinger equation in \imaginary time". The close analogy
facilitates { at least formally { the adaption of quantum mechanical theories to
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the stochastic case, e.g. the denition of a stochastic Hamiltonian or concepts
like criticality, universality, conformal invariance, scaling, etc.
Inspired by the close relationship between quantum and stochastic models,
the idea came up to apply the TMRG to non-equilibrium physics. Instead of
the (reciprocal) temperature, the time represents the second dimension of the
Trotter-Suzuki decomposition, if it is applied to the time evolution operator.
At rst glance, this analogy seems to be rather close. But the contrast of the
physics manifest itself in astonishingly exceptional properties of the so-called
\stochastic TMRG". The non-equilibrium, time-dependent nature of stochastic
models leads to a kind of causal structure, that considerably influences the
algorithm and unfortunately leads to inherent numerical problems.
The second part of the thesis therefore proposes a new TMRG based algorithm
for stochastic models, which we call { due to the causal structure { stochastic
light-cone corner-transfer matrix DMRG (LCTMRG). This method is based
on a corner-transfer-matrix approach, similary as introduced by Nishino and
Okunishi in the context of classical two-dimensional systems [22, 23]. By
means of feasibility studies of two well-known reaction-diusion models we will
judge about the numerical precision of the LCTMRG. Additionally we clarify
the advantages arising from an approach, which is not a simulation technique
and speculate about its future prospects.
Layout of the Thesis
Chapter 1 starts with a detailed overview of White’s density-matrix renor-
malization-group (DMRG) algorithm in its historical context (section 1.1). We
then discuss how the DMRG concept is transfered onto the thermodynamic case
and elucidate the TMRG algorithm (section 1.2). Two variants are presented,
the \traditional algorithm" following works Xiang et al. [6, 7] and a novel one
proposed by Sirker and Klu¨mper [24, 25].
Chapter 2 rst reviews Hubbard’s tight-binding approximation of fermions in
a Coulomb potential (section 2.1), that provides the theoretical basis for the
extended Hubbard models. Due to the restricted topology, one-dimensional fer-
mion systems are usually described by Tomonaga-Luttinger and Luther-
Emery liquid theory, whose basic properties are summarized (section 2.2) and
build the theoretic framework for the interpretation of our numerical results as
well. Then we focus on the special extended Hubbard model concerned in this
thesis, namely the Hirsch model (section 2.3), and review its current state of
research.
Chapter 3 presents our numerical computations for the Hirsch model. First,
we mention some important details, how the \standard" TMRG algorithm is
correctly applied to fermion systems (section 3.1). Then, TMRG data for the
thermodynamics are shown and discussed in comparison with previous works
(section 3.2), including also a precision check of the method. The chapter closes
with an analysis of thermal correlation functions (section 3.3).
In Chapter 4 we turn to the world of non-equilibrium physics (section 4.1),
which represents the second part of the present thesis. We focus on stochastic
7
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processes in continuous time, but also sketch the discrete time case (section
4.2). Then, we review some conceptual facts about non-equilibrium criticality
and universality classes (section 4.3). The chapter closes with an introduction
of a particular class of stochastic models, namely reaction-diusion processes
(section 4.4), since they will be studied numerically later on.
Chapter 5 outlines the stochastic TMRG algorithm, that is an almost one-to-
one adaption of the quantum TMRG method onto the stochastic case. After
displaying the specialties of the algorithm (section 5.1), important properties of
the stochastic transfer-matrix (section 5.2) and the density-matrix projection
(section 5.3) are discussed. Finally we point out principal numerical instabilities
that restrict the method’s capability (section 5.4).
Chapter 6 introduces the newly proposed stochastic light-cone CTMRG al-
gorithm. On the basis of corner-transfer-matrices (section 6.2) we outline the
concept of the LCTMRG method (section 6.3), focusing on the most crucial part
of choosing the correct density-matrix projection (section 6.4) and alluding to
some additional technical details (section 6.5). Finally we exemplary investig-
ate two well-known reaction diusion models using the LCTMRG (section 6.6).
Hereby, our aim is to judge the quality of the numerical results.
Chapter 7 draws the conclusion of this thesis and proposes perspectives for
further research on the presented topics.
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1. The TMRG Algorithm
1.1. Introduction
The density-matrix renormalization group (DMRG), which was developed by
White in 1992 [1, 2], is one of the most precise numerical methods to study
low-dimensional strongly correlated systems. Originally, it was introduced to
compute the ground state and low-energy spectrum of a quantum Hamiltonian
with short-range interactions. But meanwhile, there is a large number of vari-
ants using the basic DMRG idea of numerical renormalization in other physical
elds, see e.g. [26] as a general reference. One of these variants is the transfer-
matrix DMRG (TMRG) which can be used to study the thermodynamics of
(quasi) one-dimensional quantum systems.
In this section we give an overview of the DMRG and TMRG algorithms in
a historical context. The DMRG is an advancement of Wilson’s numerical
renormalization group method (NRG), that is outlined in section 1.1.1. White
augmented the NRG by the density-matrix projection (section 1.1.2) that is
the basic idea of each DMRG-style method. Thereupon, in section 1.1.3 the
\standard" DMRG algorithm is presented. The TMRG algorithm, which we
review in section 1.2, is an adaption of the DMRG concept to the so-called
transfer-matrix. A detailed overview about the algorithmic realization is given,
following works of Xiang et al. [6, 7] and Sirker and Klu¨mper [24, 25].
1.1.1. Numerical Renormalization Group
The RG was rst proposed by Wilson in 1971 to study critical phenomena
of quantum systems [27]. This original RG was based on the idea, that large
length scales dominate the physics at criticality and thus microscopic lengths are
renormalized. Wilson also rst applied a pure numerical RG variant (NRG)
to the Kondo model and computed the ground state [28].
Figure 1.1 outlines Wilson’s NRG approach. The algorithm starts with a
quantum chain (also called \block") of length L, that is suciently small to
be numerically represented on a computer. Then, the Hamiltonian HL is en-
larged sequentially by one site to increase the system size. In order to reduce
the exponentially growing dimension of the Hilbert space, HL is renormalized
after each enlargement step by retaining only a xed numberm of Hilbert space
states. All remaining states are cut o and neglected for the next iteration step.
Obviously the crucial question arises which states are in that sense \relevant"
to nd an optimal truncation procedure. In Wilson’s NRG the Hamiltonian is
diagonalized to keep only the m states of lowest-energy. Alternating the renor-
malization and enlargement step, the \eective" block size thereby is increased,
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HL
HL+1
Renormalisation
HL
HL+1
Enlargement of Chain
Figure 1.1.: Schematic plot of Wilson NRG method.
while the Hamilton operator of dimension mm is kept representable by the
computer algorithm.
The key problem of this RG method is, that the energetically lowest eigenstates
are assumed to be an optimal renormalization basis for the ground state. In the
Kondo problem this situation is indeed realized. But applications of the NRG
to e.g. the Heisenberg or Hubbard model do not provide this feature. Here, the
NRG provides only poor numerical results for the ground state [29, 30].
1.1.2. Density-Matrix Projection
The problem, which states are relevant in a RG step to represent the ground
state, was solved by White’s density-matrix (DM) projection. This section pre-
sents a detailed mathematical formulation of the DM projection [31], which is
the basis of all \DMRG-like" algorithms.
We start with the block Hamiltonian
HL =
L−1X
i=1
hi;i+1 (1.1)
of chain length L and next-neighbor interactions hi;i+1, operating on a Hilbert
space Hs. The idea of the DM projection is to embed HL into a larger quantum
chain. This is typically done by mirroring HL to construct the so-called super-
block
Hsuper = HL ⊗ idL +hL;L+1 + idL⊗HL : (1.2)
Figure 1.2 depicts the superblock, which is split up into the so-called system
block Hs and environment block He. The DM projection is designed to com-
pute a small set of m < k := dimHs states
ui 2 Hs (i = 1 : : :m) which
are important to represent the ground state (also called target state) of the
superblock   =X
ij
 ij
i
s
⊗ j
e
: (1.3)
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superblock
VU
Hs He
environment blocksystem block
Figure 1.2.: Schematic diagram of the superblock, that consists of a system and
environment block.
Here,
i
s
(i = 1 : : : k) and
j
e
(j = 1 : : : k) label an orthonormal basis of the
Hilbert space Hs and He, respectively.
The problem of nding optimal representation vectors
ui can be mathematical
formulated as follows: Find an optimal m-dimensional subspace U 2 Hs and a
vector  ~  =X
ij
~ ij
uis ⊗ je 2 U⊗ He; (1.4)
that minimize the functional
S
( ~  := ∥∥ −  ~ ∥∥2 : (1.5)
We show, that the optimal
ui are given by the eigenvectors of the leading
eigenvalues of the reduced DM
 := tr0
 〈  ; (1.6)
where tr0 := ids⊗ tre labels the partial trace over the environment block. We
interpret the coecients  ij and ~ ij as kk matrices  = ( ij)ij and ~ = ( ij)ij
(where rank( ~ )  m) respectively. Then, the DM  can be written as  =   y
and the functional S(
 ~ ) turns to
S( ~ ) = tr ( − ~ )y( − ~ ) : (1.7)
Using the singular value decomposition theorem (SVD) [32] one can simplify
equation (1.7). According to the SVD there exist two orthogonal kk matrices
U and V such that
 = UDV y ; whereby D = diag(1; : : : ; k; 0; : : : ; 0): (1.8)
The so-called singular values i are the square roots of the eigenvalues i of ,
because
 = UDDyU y = UD2U y : (1.9)
Without loss of generality the i are sorted: 1  2      k. Inserting
(1.8) into (1.7) we obtain
S( ~ ) = tr (D − ~D)y(D − ~D) : (1.10)
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whereby ~D := U y ~ V . Obviously, S is minimized by a diagonal matrix ~D of
rank m, whose diagonal elements are given by the leading singular values, i.e.
~D = diag(1; : : : ; m; 0; : : : ; 0) : (1.11)
Hence, we can explicitly construct
 ~  which minimizes S: ~  = X
ij
(U ~DV y)ij
i
s
⊗ j
e
=
X
ij
~Dij
(
U
i
s| {z }ui
⊗ (V j
e| {z }vj

=
mX
i=1
i
uis ⊗ vie (1.12)
The vectors
uie (i = 1 : : : m) are the leading eigenvectors of , cf. eq. (1.9).
We have proved that the relevant states of the system block to represent the
ground state of a larger quantum chain are optimally given by the leading
eigenvectors of the reduced DM. Note, that also the environment block has
been automatically projected to a subspace V = spanfvieg, cf. gure 1.2.
The truncation error made by cutting o the subspace U? can be measured by
the so-called discarded weight
P := 1−
mX
i=1
i: (1.13)
The faster the i decrease, the better normally the renormalization step per-
forms. Thus, the DM spectrum is a good indicator for the quality of the DM
projection. For some integrable models the DM spectrum can be obtained
exactly [33], typically showing a fast exponential decay.
Without going into the details we also mention that other types of DM are
possible depending on which states have to be targeted. E.g. in order to compute
the excitation spectrum’s gap of a quantum system, not only the ground state 0, but also the rst exited state  1 should be involved in the reduced DM,
namely
 =
1
2
tr0
( 0〈 0+  1〈 1 : (1.14)
1.1.3. The DMRG Algorithm
We focus here on the so-called innite size DMRG algorithm. As a counterpart
we mention the nite size algorithm [34], which is not used in this work. Often,
both algorithms are combined to obtain an increased accuracy of the numerical
results.
The innite size algorithm is designed for computing the ground state (or low-
energy spectrum) of a quantum chain in the thermodynamic limit L ! 1. It
contains the following iterative steps:
1. Construct and store the system block of size L
Hs =
L−1X
i=1
hi;i+1 = : (1.15)
12
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If any (local) expectation value is desired to be measured, store the matrix
A =
LX
i=1
ai (1.16)
with ai being an arbitrary local operator of site i.
2. Enlarge the system block by one site
~Hs = Hs ⊗ id +hL;L+1 = (1.17)
and similarly the expectation value operator
~A = A⊗ id +aL+1 : (1.18)
3. Construct the superblock
Hsuper = ~Hs + hL+1;L+2 + ~He
~Hs ~He
where the environment block ~He is obtained by mirroring the system
block ~Hs. Compute the ground state
  (and excitations where required)
numerically.
4. Compute the reduced density-matrix  and its complete eigenspectrum
fi;
uig. Write the orthonormal eigenstates of the m leading eigenvalues
into a matrix U .
5. Compute all local expectation values
hAi = tr  ~A : (1.19)
6. Project all operators onto the reduced basis using the operator U , i.e.
Hs = U y ~HsU; A = U y ~AU (1.20)
Hs
and continue from step 2.
Obviously, the chain length grows successively by each iteration step, whereas
the eective size of the system’s Hamiltonian stays constant. By nite size
analysis, highly precise estimates of various properties of the innitely large
quantum chain are possible.
The scheme given above is only a rough sketch of the DMRG algorithm. An
implementation of a DMRG program facilitates various numerical know-how to
increase the performance and to save computer memory. Typically, quantum
numbers reduce operators to a block structure, such that vanishing matrix
elements do not have to be stored. The most time consuming part of the
algorithm is found in the computation of the ground state. Here, the Davidson
[35] or Lanczos [36] algorithm are typically used due to their high performance.
13
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1.2. The TMRG Algorithm
In general, all thermodynamic quantities of a d dimensional quantum system
can be derived analytically from the partition function
Z = tr

e−H

=
X
i
e−Ei : (1.21)
Hence, in principle one has to diagonalize the Hamiltonian to obtain the whole
spectrum Ei, which is analytically impossible in most cases. It is also a hopeless
way to compute the whole spectrum numerically due to the large dimension of
the Hilbert space.
A promising alternative approach is given by the Trotter-Suzuki decom-
position [5, 4, 37], where the quantum system is rst mapped onto a classical
two-dimensional lattice, cf. g. 1.3. The classical system is then solved in terms
of a transfer-matrix formulation, which we describe in detail in section 1.2.1.
As a crucial result it is found, that the thermodynamics of the quantum chain
are determined by the leading eigenvalue 0 of the so-called quantum transfer-
matrix (QTM).
solves
decomposition
classical system
solution of
classical system
d+ 1 dimensional
thermodynamics
Trotter Suzuki
quantum system
d dimensional
transfer matrix
formalism
complete
eigenspectrum
Figure 1.3.: Schematic plot of the Trotter-Suzuki decomposition.
For some integrable models (such as the Hubbard model [38] or the supersym-
metric tJ model [38, 39]) 0 can even be calculated analytically. For arbitrary
models the TMRG algorithm introduced by Xiang et al. provides a precise
numerical technique to obtain 0, which is nothing else than the consequent
adaption of the DMRG onto the QTM. The concepts of the algorithm are sum-
marized in section 1.2.2. Finally, we focus on some details of the numerical
implementation in section 1.2.3, which are important for a successful realiza-
tion of a TMRG computer program.
1.2.1. The Transfer-Matrix Formalism
Our starting point is an arbitrary one dimensional Hamiltonian
H =
LX
i=1
hi;i+1 (1.22)
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of length L with periodic boundary conditions hL;L+1 = hL;1. H acts on a
Hilbert space H = h⊗i of a one-dimensional quantum chain. With h we label
the local Hilbert space of site i with dimension n = dimh. We further assume
that the local interaction hi;i+1 conserves parity, i.e. hi;i+1 = hi+1;i.
In this section, we present two dierent Trotter-Suzuki mappings. The rst one
is the basis of the\traditional"quantum TMRG algorithm introduced by Xiang
et al. [6, 7]. The second one was rst used for TMRG by Sirker and Klu¨mper
[24, 25] and has some advantages and disadvantages, which we describe later
on.
In the traditional mapping the interactions of the Hamiltonian are split up into
an odd and an even part
Ho =
X
i odd
hi;i+1; He =
X
i even
hi;i+1; H = Ho +He : (1.23)
The partition function is then expressed by the Trotter formula [5]
Z = tr

e−H

= lim
M!1

e−Hoe−He
M
; (1.24)
where  = =M . If we omit the limit M ! 1 and x , the Trotter formula
approximates the partition function
Z = tr

e−Hoe−He
M
+O(2) ; (1.25)
whereby one can show, that the error is of the order O(2) [25].
A xed  thereby discretizes the temperature
T =
1
M
: (1.26)
Inserting 2M identity operators into the partition function yields
Z =
X
fg
〈
1
e−Ho2〈2e−He3   
 〈2M−1e−Ho2M〈2M e−He1 : (1.27)
Here, the vectors j = LO
i=1
sij 2 H; j = 1 : : : 2M (1.28)
are tensor products of sij = 1 : : : n, which denote a local orthonormal basis of h.
As Ho and He consist of commuting local interactions hi;i+1 only, they resolve
into a product
e−He=o =
Y
i even/odd
e−hi;i+1 : (1.29)
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Therefore, the partition function can be written as
Z =
X
fsg
(
1;21;2 
3;4
1;2    L−1;L1;2
(
2;32;3 
4;5
2;3    L;12;3
    (1.30)
 (1;22M−1;2M    L−1;L2M−1;2M(2;32M;1    L−1;L2M;1  ;
where we used  i;i+1j;j+1 as an abbreviation of the tensor elements
 i;i+1j;j+1 :=
〈
sijs
i+1
j
e−hi;i+1sij+1si+1j+1 : (1.31)
The expression (1.30) is a kind of lattice path integral representation of the
partition function Z. This is visualized in gure 1.4, which shows a checkerboard
style lattice.
M = 3
M = 2
M = 1

M
dimension
Trotter
quantum dimension L
Figure 1.4.: Schematic plot of the two-dimensional classical lattice of the
Trotter-Suzuki decomposition. The gure shows the special case
of Trotter dimension M = 3.
The sites of the lattice, given by the basis states sij, interact by local plaquettes
 i;i+1j;j+1 =
sij s
i+1
j
si+1j+1s
i
j+1
: (1.32)
Here we used a special pictorial representation of the plaquettes to allude par-
ticularly to the symmetries:
 i;i+1j;j+1 = 
i;i+1
j+1;j (hermicity) (1.33)
 i;i+1j;j+1 = 
i+1;i
j;j+1 (parity conservation) : (1.34)
One can now easily conclude by equation (1.30), that Z corresponds to the
partition function of the shown two dimensional model with classical spins
sji . Hence, the quantum dimension L has been expanded by a virtual Trotter
dimension M , taking the role of the imaginary time of the lattice path integral.
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Note, that the Trotter-Suzuki decomposition also leads to periodic boundary
conditions in Trotter direction M .
The key point of the TMRG is that the classical model provides the ther-
modynamics of the quantum model. Consequently, we rather solve the two-
dimensional classical models, which is done in terms of a transfer-matrix form-
alism.
We dene the so-called quantum transfer-matrix (QTM) TM with matrix ele-
ments 〈fsigTM fsi+2g = X
fsi+1g
(
 i;i+11;2 
i;i+1
3;4     i;i+12M−1;2M

 ( i+1;i+22;3  i+1;i+24;5     i+1;i+22M;1 
=
...
...
...
si1
si2
...
si3
si2M
si+22
si+23
si+22M
si+21
(1.35)
Here, a column of the lattice was joined for the construction of TM (cf. gure
1.4). Due to a (two site) translational invariance in L direction, TM does not
depend on i. Hence, we abbreviate eq. (1.35) by
TM =
(
1;23;4    2M−1;2M
  (2;34;5    2M;1 : (1.36)
Now equation (1.30) takes the simple form
Z = trTL=2M =
X

L=2 : (1.37)
The eigenspectrum of TM , denoted by , is not necessarily real. As one can
imagine by the shape of TM in eq. (1.35), TM is in general not symmetric.
Moreover, left and right eigenvectors (i.e. those of TM and T
y
M , respectively)
have to be distinguished.
The eigenvalues are now assumed to be sorted, i.e. jj  j+1j. The leading
eigenvalue 0 is usually not degenerate and we have a nite gap 0 6= 1. This
can be explained by considering the high temperature case T !1, where
 i;i+1j;j+1 = sij ;sij+1si+1j ;si+1j+1 = (1.38)
becomes unity.
Giving a pictorial proof in g. 1.5 we can show
T 2M = n
2TM and (1.39)
trTM = n2 : (1.40)
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= =
trTM T 2Mn
2 n2 TM
Figure 1.5.: Pictorial proof of eq. (1.39) and (1.40). The gure shows the trace
of TM and its second power T 2M . Since the local plaquettes are unity,
the \connected" indices have to be equal. The summation over a
\column" of such indices, depicted by curved lines, contributes by
a factor n due to n local spin congurations.
From eq. (1.39) it is evident that  = n2 or  = 0. Then, eq. (1.40) determ-
ines the spectrum
specTM =

n2; 0; : : : ; 0
}
(1.41)
and veries a gapped transfer-matrix at innite temperatures. Since a phase
transition is not possible for one-dimensional quantum systems with short range
interactions, the gap is expected to persist for any nite temperature T > 0.
Equation (1.37) is nicely suited to perform the thermodynamic limit L!1 of
the quantum dimension exactly. For large L we nd
T
L=2
M =
P
 
L=2

R 〈L  L!1−−−−! L=20 R0 〈L0  (1.42)
and
Z
L!1−−−−! L=20 : (1.43)
Consequently, the free energy per site in the thermodynamic limit reduces to
depend only on the leading eigenvalue 0
f1;M = −T lim
L!1
1
L
lnZ = −T
2
ln 0 : (1.44)
Note, that f1;M is still an approximation and does not represent the bulk limit
f1;1 of the quantum chain. The \nite size" corrections due to M are (cf.
eq. (1.25))
f1;M = f1;1 +O(2) : (1.45)
It is well known, that the complete thermodynamics can be analytically derived
from the free energy. But in the face of the later numerical algorithm based on
the QTM approach, it is convenient to compute local observables in a dierent
manner. We consider an arbitrary operator Oi;i+1, which acts on two neigh-
boring sites i and i + 1, and express
〈
Oi;i+1

in the transfer-matrix formalism
by
hOi;i+1i = 1
Z
tr
(
Oi;i+1e−H

=
1
Z
tr
(
TM (O)T
L=2−1
M

: (1.46)
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Here, TM (O) denotes a modied QTM
TM (O) =
(
1;2(O)3;4    2M−1;2M
(
2;34;5    2M;1

(1.47)
where one plaquette 1;2(O) embeds O
(O)i;i+1j;j+1 :=
〈
sijs
i+1
j
Oi;i+1e−hi;i+1sij+1si+1j+1 : (1.48)
Note that in eq. (1.47) the indices of O are omitted, because O can be measured
at an arbitrary site due to translational invariance. For the thermodynamic
limit L!1, eq. (1.46) reduces to
hOi;i+1i = 1
Z
tr
(
TM (O)T
L=2−1
M

L!1−−−−!
L=2−10
L=20
tr
(
TM (O)
R0 〈L0 
=
〈
L0
TM (O)R0 
0
: (1.49)
In this thesis we also regard thermal two-point correlation functions GO(r) =
hO1Ori, where Or = Or − hOri and Or is a one or two site operator. In a
similar way to eq. (1.49) one obtains
GO(r) = tr
(
O1Ore−H

L!1−−−−!
〈
L0
TM (O)T r=2−1M TM (O)R0 
r=2+10
=
X
6=0
〈
L0
TM (O)R〈LTM (O)R0 
0| {z }
M


0
r=2
=:
X

Me−r=eikr (1.50)
where we have introduced thermal correlation lengths (CL)  and wave vectors
k
−1 =
1
2
ln
0
jj and k =
1
2
arg

0


mod  : (1.51)
The asymptotic behavior GO(r ! 1) is dominated by the largest CL , for
which the matrix element M does not vanish. Note, that due to the gap in TM
the CLs  are well dened. Moreover we conclude that all correlation functions
GO decay exponentially.
The checkerboard lattice is translational invariant in space direction L, but only
with a double unit cell. This complicates the calculation of k, since one can not
distinguish between k and k + . This problem was solved in the context of
TMRG by Sirker and Klu¨mper, who used a dierent QTM [25, 24]. Instead
of eq. (1.25) we write
Z = tr (T1T2)M=2 with T1=2 = TL=R

e−H+O(
2)

(1.52)
where TL=R is the shift left and right operator, respectively. The corresponding
lattice is shown in g. 1.6 (a). In contrast to the checkerboard lattice, the
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si1
si2
si3
...
si2M
...
...
si+21
si+22
translational invariant
(a)
TM
(b)
si+22M
si+23
...
Figure 1.6.: Alternative Trotter-Suzuki decomposition of the thermodynam-
ics. Figure (a) depicts the classical lattice, (b) the corresponding
quantum transfer-matrix.
number of lattice sites per Trotter step M has doubled. Consequently, we have
to exchange  by =2 to make both decompositions comparable. As another
important dierence, the lattice of g. 1.6 (a) is obviously fully translationally
invariant in quantum direction L. The corresponding QTM TM is shown in
g. 1.6 (b). As a consequence, the wave vectors k in eq. (1.51) are unique.
Note, that additionally a factor 1=2 has to be omitted, e.g. in eq. (1.44) and
(1.51).
We have shown in the current section, that the calculation of the thermodynam-
ics reduces to nding the leading eigenvalues  of the quantum transfer-matrix.
In order to cover the whole temperature region it is necessary to increase M to
lower the temperature (cf. eq. (1.26)). But the exponential dimension n2Mn2M
of the QTM TM generically prevents an exact treatment. Only in a few spe-
cial case, the algebraic Bethe ansatz provides analytical solutions for 0 for
arbitrary M .
A promising numeric tool was proposed by Xiang et al. in 1996 [6, 7], which
applies the DMRG algorithm onto the QTM and therefore is called (quantum)
transfer-matrix DMRG (TMRG).
1.2.2. Implementation of the Algorithm
In principle, the TMRG algorithm is nothing else but the application of the
DMRG method (cf. sec. 1.1) onto the quantum transfer matrix TM . Whereas the
DMRG is basically designed for computing the ground state and low excitations,
respectively, the TMRG computes the leading part of the spectrum.
Historically, a numerical TMRG algorithm was rst introduced by Nishino in
1995 [3] in the framework of classical two-dimensional systems. Xiang et al.
transfered their ideas to the thermodynamic case [6, 7]. Even if the basics of
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the TMRG are closely related to its DMRG predecessor, the rich structure of
the transfer-matrices turns the algorithm to be slightly more sophisticated.
Traditional TMRG Algorithm
First, we discuss the \traditional" TMRG method of Xiang et al. In order to
exemplify the renormalization process we consider two special cases M = 3 and
M = 4 (because odd and even Trotter numbers are handled slightly dierent).
Schematically, the (innite) TMRG algorithm proceeds by the following itera-
tions steps:
1. Construct the system block
S =
(
(1;23;4    M;M+1)(2;34;5    M−1;M) if M odd
(1;23;4    M−1;M)(2;34;5    M;M+1) if M even
(1.53)
and environment block
E =
(
(M+2;M+3    2M−1;2M )(M+1;M+2    2M;1) if M odd
(M+1;M+2    2M−1;2M )(M+2;M+3    2M;1) if M even
(1.54)
respectively, which are depicted in g. 1.7. We write the tensors S and E
S(M = 4)
E(M = 3)S(M = 3)
E(M = 4)
T (M = 4) =
T (M = 3) =
n0en0s
n0en0s s02 s
0
1
~s1
ne
~s1
s2
~s2
~s2
~s2
nss1
s01
s2
~s1
s02
~s1
ne
~s2
nss1
Figure 1.7.: System and environment block in the TMRG algorithm for the
special cases M = 3 and M = 4.
in a basis representation
S
s01n
0
ss
0
2
s1nss2

and

E
s01n
0
es
0
2
s1nes2

: (1.55)
Here, the s-indices label single spin sites, whereas the n-indices join M−1
spins to a block spin. Thus, the dimension of S and E is n4  ~m2 with
~m = n2(M−1).
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As shown by g. 1.7 the QTM is assembled by
TM
s01n
0
ss
0
2n
0
e
s1nss2ne
=
8<
:
S
~s1n0s~s2
s1nss2
 Es02n0es01
~s2ne~s1
if M odd
S
~s1n0ss02
s1ns~s2
 E~s2n0es01
s2ne~s1
if M even
(1.56)
where we used the convention, that equal upper and lower indices are
summed out. The dimension of the TM is given by n4  ~m4.
To save computer memory, the environment block E has not to be stored
explicitly. Due to the symmetry of the local plaquettes  , E can be
constructed from S by a \180 degree rotation"
E
s01n
0
ss
0
2
s2nes1 = S
s1nes2
s01n0es
0
2
; : (1.57)
2. Compute the leading left and right eigenvectorL=R0  = L=Rs1nss2ne (1.58)
of the QTM TM . Calculate the required thermodynamic properties (e.g.
the free energy), which are determined by 0 only. Local expectation
values hOi are obtained by constructing the modied QTM TM (O) (cf.
eq. (1.47)). This is realized by manipulating the system block in the
following way:
SO
~s1n0s~s02
s1nss2
=
8<
:
S
~s0n0s~s2
~snss2
O~ss1
~s0~s1
if M odd
S
~s0n0s~s02
~sns~s2
O~ss1
~s0~s1
if M even
(1.59)
~s2
ns s2
SO(M = 4)SO(M = 3)
~s
~s0
~s
~s0
s1 s1
~s1
n0s
~s2
s02
ns
~s1
n0s
OO
Figure 1.8.: Modied system block SO.
If correlation lengths are of interest, not only the leading, but also the
next leading eigenvalues have to be computed.
3. Construct the reduced density-matrix  = tr0
R0 〈L0 , i.e.

~n0s
~ns
=
X
s2ne
R
s01n0ss2ne
L
s1nss2ne
; (1.60)
where ~ns = ns ⊗ s and ~n0s = n0s ⊗ s0. Thus,  has the dimension n2  ~m2.
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Note, that in contrast to the \standard" DMRG algorithm of sec. 1.1, the
density-matrix is not symmetric. However, the matrix is semi-positive,
which can be rigorously proved only in a few special cases. Bursill et al.
[6] have also tested symmetric versions of the density-matrix. But other
variants do not provide a correct projection onto the ground state
L=R0 .
Thus, the algorithm only works properly in the asymmetric case.
4. Diagonalize . Use the m leading eigenvectors of the spectrum to con-
struct left and right projectors V and U , respectively. The variable
m < ~mn labels the number of retained states of the DMRG algorithm, cf.
sec. 1.1. Note, that the leading right eigenvectors of  appear as columns
of U , whereas the left ones are the rows of V . U and V therefore have
the dimension m  ~m  n.
5. Enlarge the system ~S = S  M+1;M+2 by one plaquette  , which reads
~Ss
0
1~n
0
ss
0
2
s1~nss2
=
8<
:
S
s01n
0
s~s
s1nss

s0s02
~ss2
if M odd
S
s01n
0
ss
0
s1ns~s

~ss02
ss2
if M even
(1.61)
where again ~ns = ns⊗ s and ~n0s = n0s⊗ s0. The tensor ~S exhibits the large
dimension n6  ~m2.
s1
s01 ~s
~s s2
s02s
0
s01
s0
s1 s2
s01 s
0
2
~n0s
~ns
ns
s01
s1
~n0s
~ns
ns
n0s
s2
s02
s
n0s
~s
~s s02
s2s
~S(M = 4)
~S(M = 3)
ns
s1
n0s
~ns
~n0s
ns
n0s
~ns
~n0s
V
U
U
V
Figure 1.9.: Enlargement of S ! ~S and renormalization of the system block.
Use the projectors U and V to renormalize ~S
S
s01nss
0
2
s1nss2
= Uns
~n0s
 ~Ss01~n0ss02
s1~nss2
 V ~ns
ns
(1.62)
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which is pictorially shown in g. 1.9. The dimension of S thereby shrinks
to n4 m2.
6. Continue from step 2, replacing ~m by m.
New TMRG Algorithm
Alternatively, one can implement a TMRG algorithm using the new QTM shown
in g. 1.6. Similarly, odd and even renormalization steps have also to be dis-
tinguished. We do not present the algorithm in full detail, but rather focus on
the main dierences, exemplied by the case M = 3:
1. System and environment block
S
s0n0s
sns

and

E
s0n0e
sne

; (1.63)
which are shown in g. 1.10, each have the dimension n2  ~m2. The envir-
onment block E is obtained by simply mirroring S
S
s0n0s
sns
= Esn
0
s
s0ns
(1.64)
Whereas the\180 degree rotation"of the traditional algorithm necessitates
parity conservation of hi;i+1, the symmetry of E and S given here persist
even for hi;i+1 6= hi+1;i.
ns
n0s
s0
ne
ss0s
E(M = 3)S(M = 3)
n0e
Figure 1.10.: System and environment block of the new TMRG algorithm
2. Calculate the QTM and the leading eigenvalue(s) 0 (1;2; : : : ), which
determine the thermodynamics.
3. In contrast to the traditional TMRG algorithm, the system (and environ-
ment) block have rst to be enlarged
~Ss
0s01n
0
s
snss1
= S~sn
0
s
sns
  s0s01~ss1 ; (1.65)
which is depicted in g. 1.11. The dimension of ~S is n2  ~m2, which is n2
times smaller than in the traditional algorithm.
4. After having enlarged the system block, calculate the reduced density
matrix, construct the projectors U and V and renormalize ~S ! S. These
steps are completely analogous to the traditional algorithm. Then con-
tinue from step 2.
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~S(M = 3)
s0
s1
s01
~ss
ns
n0s
Figure 1.11.: Enlargement of the system block S ! ~S.
The principle structure of both TMRG methods presented here looks rather
simple. But the concrete realization of an algorithm on a computer necessitates
some technical knowledge to save the demands of memory and increase the
algorithm’s performance. Some of these technical details are briefly sketched in
the following section.
1.2.3. Technical Remarks
The TMRG program principally needs two types of functionality. First, it has
to deal with vectors, matrices and tensors in a very ecient manner, so that
suciently fast routines for their storage, access and multiplication have to be
programmed. Secondly, we need stable asymmetric diagonalization methods for
the density-matrix and the QTM, which is the numerically sophisticated part.
The most important way to save computer performance in both matters is
to take advantage of locally conserved quantities. Assume an arbitrary ad-
ditive local quantum number s, e.g. the spin. Then, the matrix elements〈
s0is
0
i+1
hi;i+1sisi+1 are non-vanishing only for si + si+1 = s0i + s0i+1 The con-
servation law for hi;i+1 corresponds to the following counter part for the local
plaquette

s01s
0
2
s1s2
=
s01 s1
s02 s2
: s01 + s1 = s
0
2 + s2 =) s01 − s02 = s2 − s1 : (1.66)
Using the notation of eq. (1.35) for TM eq. (1.66) leads the conservation number
C =
2MX
j=1
(−1)isij =
2MX
j=1
(−1)isi+2j (1.67)
of the QTM. All other tensors (e.g. the system block S, ~S) used in the algorithm
similarly decompose into blocks. A large number of tensor elements therefore
vanish and do not have to be taken into account in the algorithm. Thus, the
consumption of storage memory and computing time is drastically reduced.
Moreover, we can explicitly locate the TM -block of the largest eigenvectorL=R0 . The argument for that starts from the high temperature limit T !1,
where the local plaquettes  become unity (cf. eq. (1.38))

s1s01
s2s02
= s1;s01s2;s02 : (1.68)
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Therefore, the only non-vanishing (right) block of TM obeys
si+22k = s
i+2
2k+1 k = 1; : : : ;M : (1.69)
and hence C = 0. As no \level crossing" of 0 with other parts of the spectrum
is possible (cf. the arguments given in sec. 1.2.1), C = 0 for L=R0  persists at
any temperatures T > 0. As a performance eect for the TMRG program, we
consequently have to consider only one subspace of TM . However, other blocks
get relevant, if correlation lengths are of interest.
Even if the utilization of conserved numbers reduces the computational eorts
considerably, a highly time consuming part of the algorithm is found in the
computation of
R0  and 〈L0 . Fortunately, the left eigenvector L0  can be
constructed from
R0  by
L0 s1nss2ne = 
R
0 s1nes2ns
; (1.70)
which is already suggestive from the high temperature limit in g. 1.5.
Note, that a complete diagonalization of TM is senseless, as we are only in-
terested in one (some) leading eigenvalues. A typical strategy to calculate the
largest eigenvector is the power method, which uses the property that multiple
powers of TM acting on a random vector
  yields
(TM )k
  =P akR  k!1−−−−! k0a0R0  ; (1.71)
where a =
〈
 jR

. The power method is not a good choice if one is interested
in the next leading eigenvalues as well. Fortunately, smart algorithms have
been developed to calculate the leading eigenspectrum of a matrix. We used a
combination of the Lanczos [36] and Arnoldi [40] method, which is available by
the ARPACK package [41] also for non-symmetric matrices. The procedure of
nding
L=R0  is by far the most time consuming part in the TMRG program.
It is important to notice, that the quantum transfer-matrix TM does not have
to be constructed and stored explicitly. Since TM has a dimension of the order
m4  n4 (in the traditional TMRG), this induces a noticeable consumption of
computer memory. Fortunately, the only information which is necessary for the
ARPACK (or power method) is the action of TM onto a vector. This can be
realized by rst acting with the system block S onto the vector, storing the
intermediate result, and then acting with the environment block E on it.
Another crucial point is the complete diagonalization of the DM , which is not
a question of computational eorts in time, but of precision. It is well known,
that the high precision numerical diagonalization of non-symmetric matrices is a
dicult matter and still a eld of intense research. We used the DGEMV routine
available by the LAPACK [42] package. Note, that right and left eigenbasis have
to satisfy the orthonormality relation〈
L jR

=  : (1.72)
The list of numerical details is by far not exhaustive, but contains only a brief
summary of the basic concepts of saving computational eorts in the TMRG
algorithm.
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The\new"TMRG algorithm shown in g. 1.6 produces results of a slightly worse
accuracy. The crucial dierence is that the construction of
L0  from R0  in
eq. (1.70) fails here and thus
L0  has to be calculated explicitly. Therefore,
the computational time consumption is nearly doubled and also the orthonor-
malization procedure in eq. (1.72) is less accurate. Research of improving the
numerical accuracy of the \new"algorithm is in progress [43]. We basically used
the new algorithm to calculate the precise value of k.
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2.1. Introduction
When do strongly correlated electrons play a role in solid state physics?
It is well known that the physics of magnetism and conductivity of a solid
are determined by the electrons of the outer orbitals. In the crystal structure
these orbitals overlap and build electron bands [44]. Therefore it is one of the
main topics of solid state physics to study phenomena of many-particle fermion
systems.
In good metals electrons can move almost freely in the conduction band. In
an ideal case, the physics of such a many-particle problem is described by a
three dimensional free Fermi gas. This is the most simple model for electrons,
where the eigenstates are (tensor) products of one-particle waves
k  eikr
with momentum k and energy dispersion
(k) =
k2
2m
: (2.1)
The Fermi gas ground state is the well known Fermi sea, where all states
jkj  kF up to the Fermi wave vector kF are lled, all others are empty. The
momentum distribution of states
n(k) =
〈
cykck

=
(
1 jkj  kF
0 jkj > kF
(2.2)
is plotted in g. 2.1 (a) for the temperature T = 0, showing a discontinuity at
the Fermi surface F .
If the electrons interact, collective eects play a role and the terminology which
is used is that of a Fermi liquid. For weak interactions the fundamental idea
of the Landau’s Fermi liquid theory [45, 46, 47] is to model such interacting
systems by a \non-interacting" one. This is in fact possible, because the weak
interaction does not principally destroy the Fermi surface. The shape of n(k)
changes as shown in g. 2.1 (b), but in principal the discontinuity persists.
The discontinuity expresses the existence of quasi-particles excitations close
to the Fermi surface. In other words: the weakly interacting fermion system
resembles a non interacting one in the sense that the low-energy excitations
look like non-interacting fermion quasi-particles with a renormalized dispersion
energy ~(k). On a microscopic level this argument gets even more transparent in
terms of Green’s functions, which are discussed in section 2.2.1. An important
hypothesis of Landau’s theory is that the interaction does not lead to any form
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(b)(a)
kkF
n(k)
1
kkF
1
n(k)
Figure 2.1.: The gure shows a qualitative plot of the density distribution n(k)
of a (a) free and (b) weak interacting fermion system in momentum
space for temperature T = 0. The discontinuity expresses the ex-
istence of quasi particles close to the Fermi surface.
of symmetry breaking and phase transition, which occurs i.e. in the BCS theory
[48] of superconductivity.
If the interaction gets strong, the correlations between the electrons increase
and highly collective eects start to dominate the physics. In such a case the
Fermi liquid theory collapses. This e.g. happens if the width of the conduction
band gets small (like in transition metals) and the Coulomb interactions are
highly relevant.
A rst step is to work out a microscopic Hamiltonian for such strongly correlated
systems. This was proposed independently by Hubbard [10], Gutzwiller [9]
and Kanamori [11] in 1963 in terms of a tight-binding Hamiltonian, which we
present now.
The starting point is a Hamiltonian H (in second quantization) of Coulomb
interacting fermions in the crystal structure of a solid
H =
X

Z
d3r  y(r)

− ~
2
2m
r2 + Uion(r)

 (r)
+
X
0
Z
d3r
Z
d3r0  y(r) 
y
0(r
0)Vee(r− r0) 0(r0) (r) : (2.3)
Uion(r) labels the periodical potential of the atom ions and
Vee(r) / 1jrj (2.4)
is the repulsive Coulomb potential. According to Bloch’s theorem the poten-
tial Uion splits up the dispersion of electrons into innitely many energy bands
. The electron wave functions of the bands are called Bloch functions uk and
form a complete Hilbert space basis.
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As the physically relevant energy bands  were supposed to be small, the elec-
trons can not move freely through the band, but localize according to the atom
core geometry. Therefore, it is useful to transform the Hamiltonian (2.3) into
a (localized) Wannier basis,i := i(r) = 1p
L
X
k
e−ikRiuk(r) ; (2.5)
where Ri labels the sites of the atom ions. The Hamiltonian (2.3) in Wannier
basis transforms to
H =
X
ij
tijc
y
icj +
X
ijmn
X

X

vijmn c
y
ic
y
jcn cm : (2.6)
where cyi creates an electron with spin  in the unit cell i and respective band
. The coecients are given by the matrix elements of the kinetic part
tij =
〈
i
−~2
2m
r2 + Uion(r)
j (2.7)
and the Coulomb potential
vijmn =
〈
i; j
Vee(r− r0)m;n : (2.8)
Hubbard proposed a number of assumptions to simplify the Hamilton operator
(2.6):
1. The energy bands  do not overlap and thus the physics are determined
by intra band interactions only. Apart from that, it is assumed that only
one band is physically relevant, thus the indices  and  are completely
omitted.
2. The model is translationally invariant, therefore the coecients tij = tji−jj
and vijmn = vji−jjjm−nj only depend on the distance of unit cells.
3. The Coulomb interaction is of short range due to screening eects of
the atom ions. Thus, only next-neighbor interactions hiji are taken into
account.
This approximation is also called the tight-binding approximation of the fermion
system. Using the simplications, the tight-binding Hamiltonian reads
H = −t
X
hiji
cyicj + U
X
i
ni"ni# + V
X
hiji
ninj + J
X
hiji
SiSj
+X
X
hiji
cyicj (ni + nj) + Y
X
hiji
cyi"c
y
i#cj#cj" (2.9)
which is known as the generalized Hubbard model. In eq. (2.9) the following
abbreviations
t = −tij; U = viiii; X = viiij
V = vijij; J = −2vijji; Y = viijj : (2.10)
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and operators
nj = c
y
jcj; nj = nj" + nj#; 2Si =
X

cyiS ci (2.11)
are used, where S = (Sx;Sy;Sz) is a vector which consists of the usual Pauli
matrices Si.
The short-range Coulomb potential obviously leads to ve dierent types of
local interactions U; V; J;X and Y . Two of them are diagonal : the on-site
and next-neighbor Coulomb interaction U and V . The o-diagonal couplings
are the spin exchange J , the so-called bond-charge interaction X and the pair
hopping Y.
Hubbard roughly estimated the energies of these parameters for 3d transition
metals [10]
U  20 eV > V  2− 3 eV > t  1 eV > X  0:5 eV  J; Y : (2.12)
In a rst approximation he therefore considered only the on-site term of the
Coulomb potential, which is known as the standard Hubbard model or just
Hubbard model
HHub = −t
X
hiji
cyicj + U
X
i
ni"ni# : (2.13)
The Hamilton HHub is obviously not trivial to solve, because the kinetic term
is diagonal in momentum space, whereas the Coulomb part is diagonal in real
space.
Even if in the context of high-temperature superconductivity two-dimensional
Hubbard models are relevant, it is very constructive to consider the one di-
mensional counterparts. On the one hand, analytical and numerical tools are
much more elaborated in one dimension, e.g. the Bethe ansatz or the numer-
ical DMRG approach. On the other hand, the eects of strong correlations are
often similar, since quantum fluctuations in 1D are even stronger than in 2D.
In one dimension the Hubbard model is integrable, which has been shown by
Lieb and Wu by means of the (nested) Bethe ansatz [49]. Various studies
followed, ranging from zero temperature properties to studies of the elementary
excitations [50, 51, 52, 53], magnetic properties [54], correlation functions [55]
to symmetries [56, 57, 58]. Apart from zero temperature properties, also the
thermodynamics of the Hubbard model has been calculated analytically [59, 38].
In the last years, extensions of the Hubbard model were intensively discussed,
which add one (or more) of the neglected Coulomb terms given above to the
Hubbard Hamiltonian and are therefore called extended Hubbard models. Even
if these additional terms are smaller than U in practice, they can change the
physics due to e.g. the breaking of particle-hole symmetry. As mentioned in the
preface, also quasi-dimensional organic superconductors like the Bechgaard
salts [13] are known, where the standard Hubbard model does not seem to be
a minimal model.
The present work concentrates on the influence of the additional bond-charge
interaction X, which we refer to as the Hirsch model. As mentioned in the pre-
face, Hirsch showed that the model exhibits (hole) superconductivity [14, 15].
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In section 2.3 we summarize the actual state of research concerning the Hirsch
model. But rst we step into some general details of one-dimensional quantum
liquid theory, which are important to understand the physics of interacting 1D
Fermi systems.
2.2. Quantum Liquids in One Dimension
2.2.1. The Collapse of Fermi Liquid Theory
In the last section we already pointed out, that an integral part of the Landau’s
Fermi liquid theory is the existence of quasi particle excitations close to the
Fermi surface. Interactions between the electrons therefore have to be weak to
prevent the destruction of the Fermi surface.
We expand the discussion to a microscopic level, following [60]. In terms of
the Green’s functions theory it gets even more evident when excitations have
particle character and in which case the particle picture collapses. Our starting
point is the thermodynamic Green’s function in momentum space
G(k; ) = −
D
T ck()cyk(0)
E
; (2.14)
where  is the usual (Matsubara) imaginary time and T is the time ordering
operator. For simplicity, we omit the spin degree of freedom.
The Green’s function formalism provides a powerful tool to derive several quant-
ities from the Green’s function itself. As an example the momentum distribution
n(k) (which was shown in g. 2.1) reads
n(k) = G(k; )

!− : (2.15)
An important quantity is also the spectral density
A(k; !) = − 1

Im ~G(k; i!)

i!!!+i : (2.16)
where ~G(k; z) is the Fourier transformed of G(k; ). A(k; !) measures the dis-
tribution of particles in the energy-momentum space. Using A(k; !) eq. (2.15)
can alternatively be written as
n(k) =
Z
d!f(!)A(k; !) ; where f(!) =
1
e! + 1
: (2.17)
In the three-dimensional free fermion gas we have a quasi-particle nature of
excitations. The Green’s function then reads
~G0(k; !) =
1
i! − (k) (2.18)
which has a pole on the imaginary axis. The pole expresses the fact that
excitations have the character of quasi-particles. This is even more apparent by
the spectral density A(k; !) which turns to a delta peak A(k; !) = (w − (k))
and thus identies quasi particles with a well dened dispersion ! = (k).
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In the case of coupled electrons, the interactions enter the Green’s function by
a so-called self energy correction (k; !):
~G(k; !) =
1
i! − (k)− (k; !) : (2.19)
The Landau assumption of quasi-particles is equivalent to a regularity of (k; !)
close to the Fermi surface, such that a diagrammatic perturbation expansion is
possible. If (k; !) is regular, the Green’s function can be written in rst order
perturbation as
~G(k; !) =
Z
i! − ~(k) : (2.20)
The rst order terms of (k; !) thus lead only to a renormalization of the
dispersion ~(k) of quasi-particles and a normalization factor Z. Collective ef-
fects appear only in higher orders of the perturbation approach, leading to
an incoherent background of many particle excitation processes. Speaking in
terms of the spectral density A(k; !) the delta peak qualitatively persists, but
is broadened by the incoherent background. Due to eq.(2.17) it is obvious, that
the discontinuity of the momentum distribution n(k) also persists.
The Green’s function theory facilitates now a deeper understanding to the
nature of Fermi liquids and the appearance of quasi-particles. The Fermi li-
quid behavior collapses, if the incoherent background increases and destroys
the quasi particle peak in A(k; !). In particular, this manifests itself in a con-
tinuous momentum distribution, which is exemplied in g. 2.2. In such a case,
a proper theory must include collective eects.
k
1
n(k)
kF
Figure 2.2.: Qualitative plot of the momentum distribution n(k), if no quasi-
particle discontinuity is apparent at the Fermi level kF .
Interacting fermion models in one dimension can never be described by Fermi
liquid theory. That the physics principally dier is already suggestive due to the
topology of the Fermi surface, which reduces to two singular points −kF and kF .
In a Fermi liquid description low-energy excitations carrying the momentum 0 <
k < 2kF would not be possible. Calculating the Green’s functions, one would
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nd that the self energy part (k; !) is indeed not regular and destroys the
pole structure of G close to the Fermi surface. Thus, the low energy excitations
do not have any particle nature, but are of pure collective type, namely long
wave-length fluctuations of the electron density.
2.2.2. Tomonaga-Luttinger and Luther-Emery Liquids
In the late seventies, Haldane [61, 62, 63] pointed out the relevance of the
Tomonaga-Luttinger model (TL) [64, 65] for the physics of strongly correl-
ated electrons in one dimension. The basis of the TL theory is provided by a
bosonisation approach of the low-energy excitations which we briefly outline in
this section.
We start with the (tight-binding) Hamiltonian of free spinless fermions
H = −t
X
hiji
cyi cj = −2t
X
k
cos(k)cykck ; (2.21)
which is diagonal in momentum space. Fermions with spin are discussed later
on.
The basic idea of bosonisation is to linearize the low-energy excitation spectrum
at the Fermi points kF , which is visualized in g. 2.3. The intention is to
k
kF−kF
F
(k)
Figure 2.3.: Linearization of the free fermion dispersion (k) = 2t cos(k) at the
Fermi points kF .
describe the excitations as \sound waves" of bosons due to the linear dispersion.
It is now important to dier between the left and right Fermi point excitations,
which we denote by (fermion operators) ck;+ and ck;−, respectively.
The \linearized Hamiltonian" of excitations reads
H = H0 +Hint ; (2.22)
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whereH0 is the part, where excitations of right and left sidekF do not interact:
H0 = vF
 X
k
(k − kF )cyk;+ck;+ + (−k − kF )cyk;−ck;−
!
(2.23)
=
2vF
L
X
q>0;=
q;−q; : (2.24)
Here, vF = 2t sin(kF ) labels the Fermi velocity and we have used the Fourier
components of the particle density operator
q; :=
X
k
cyk+q;ck; ; (2.25)
which obeys Bose type commutator relations

−q;; q;0

= 0q;q0
qL
2
: (2.26)
In addition, right and left side excitations interact and exhibit scattering pro-
cesses
Hint =
1
2L
X
q;=
(g2(q)q;−q;− + g4(q)q;−q;) ; (2.27)
where g2(q) and g4(q) label the respective scattering amplitudes.
The Hamiltonian H is known as the Tomonaga-Luttinger (TL) model. It is ex-
actly solvable by diagonalizing H using a Bogoliubov transformation, leading
to an energy spectrum
(q) = jqj
s
vF +
g4(q)
2
2
−

g2(q)
2
2
: (2.28)
It is in fact possible now to calculate various physical properties like correlation
functions or the one-particle Green’s function exactly. To proceed with these
calculations, usually bosonic eld operators are introduced
(x) = − i
L
X
q 6=0
1
q
e−jqj=2−iqx (q;+ + q;−)− x
L
(N+ +N−) ;
(x) =
1
L
X
q 6=0
e−jqj=2−iqx (q;+ − q;−) + 1
L
(N+ −N−) ; (2.29)
where N = 0;. They obey canonical boson commutation relations
[(x);(y)] = i(x− y) : (2.30)
The denition shows that the bosons implicated by  are created by a super-
position of q; and are thus of highly collective character. Using eq. (2.29) the
Hamiltonian transforms into
H =
Z
dx

vK
2
(x)2 +
v
2K
(@x)2

(2.31)
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which is nothing else than the Hamiltonian of an elastic string and the ultimate
result of bosonisation. The parameters v and K are given by
v =
r
vF +
g4
2
2
+
 g2
2
2
; K =
r
2vF + g4 − g2
2vF + g4 + g2
; (2.32)
where g2 and g4 were assumed to be q-independent. The eigenspectrum of
eq. (2.31) now simply reads
(q) = v jqj ; (2.33)
so that v becomes the physical meaning of a velocity of the boson waves. Note,
that translational invariance of the model is expressed by g2 = g4, which yields
Kv = vF . Thus, the isotropic TL model is controlled by one parameter only.
An important result of the bosonisation approach is that the momentum dis-
tribution n(k) is continuous
n(k)− n(kF ) / jk − kF j sgn(k − kF ) for k  kF ; (2.34)
and no quasi particles appear, cf. g. 2.2.
The TL model can easily be extended, if the fermion operators also carry spin
degrees of freedom. The boson elds, that have to be introduced in that case,
completely separate into a spin and charge component c and s. In other
words, spin and charge fluctuations evolve independently from each other, which
is called spin-charge separation. Consequently, two velocities vc and vs appear,
two spectra c(q) = jqj vc and s(q) = jqj vs of charge (holon) and spin (spinon)
excitations and parameters Kc and Ks. In the case of spin rotational invariance,
one can explicitly show Ks = 1.
The reason why the TL model has become a prototype for interacting fermi-
onic models is the success of renormalization group techniques. Many weak
interacting fermion systems show TL-like behavior, which can be seen by the
xed points of the renormalization flow. This led Haldane [62, 63] to propose
the general concept of a Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid (TLL) as a replacement of
Fermi liquid theory. Characteristical for a TLL is the non quasi-particle nature
of the excitations. Spinon and holon excitations separate and are both gapless.
The low energy-physics are parameterized by spin and charge velocities vs and
vc and a parameter Kc, which plays an important role in respect to correlation
functions, cf. sec. 2.2.3.
An expansion of the TL model with spin, involving also backscattering processesX
kpq
g1c
y
k;;+c
y
p;;−cp+2kF +q;;+ck−2kF−q;;− (2.35)
was solved by Luther and Emery [66] ( and  label the spins indices). The
crucial dierence is that here spin excitations exhibit a gap s and get massive
s(q) = sgn(q)
p
v2sq
2 + s : (2.36)
The Luther-Emery (LE) model is representative for models which exhibit a spin
gap, which are consequently called Luther-Emery liquids (LEL). Due to the spin
gap, the low energy excitations are characterized by the charge velocity vc and
Kc only.
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2.2.3. Correlation Functions
Due to the gapless excitation spectrum, the TE and LE models are critical
at temperature T = 0. Criticality means, that correlations get long-ranged
in the sense that they exhibit an asymptotic power-law decay behavior r−.
In contrast, a gapped energy spectrum leads to exponentially decaying e−r=
correlation functions, where the correlation length  scales with the gap  
1=.
This thesis especially focuses on the following two-point correlation functions:
1. Density-density correlations
〈
ninj

.
2. Longitudinal spin-spin correlations
〈
Szi S
z
j

, where Szi = (ni"−ni#)=2. For
SU(2) spin isotropy, the transversal spin-spin correlations are identical to
the longitudinal ones.
3. Singlet pair correlations
〈
P ys (i)Ps(j)

, where
P ys (i) =
1p
2
(cyi"c
y
i+1# − cyi#cyi+1") (2.37)
creates a singlet on neighboring sites.
4. Triplet pair correlations
〈
P ytl(i)Ptl(j)

, where P ytl(i) creates a triplet on
neighboring sites. In case of spin isotropy, the triplet space is threefold
degenerate. Thus P ytl(i) can be one of the operators
P yt1(i) = c
y
i"c
y
i+1" ;
P yt2(i) = c
y
i#c
y
i+1# or
P yt3(i) =
1p
2
(cyi#c
y
i+1" + c
y
i"c
y
i+1#) : (2.38)
In the research of strongly correlated systems it is a crucial question, which
correlations dominate for long distances r = ji − jj and characterize the es-
sential physics. One typically distinguishes the T = 0 phases by the leading
type of correlations, e.g. charge (spin) density wave phases CDW (SDW) or
superconducting phases SP or TP for dominating singlet or triplet correlations.
The later ones are not strictly superconducting in the sense that o-diagonal
long-range order (ODLRO)
lim
ji−jj!1
〈
P ys=t(i)Ps=t(j)
 6= 0 (2.39)
is included. But nevertheless the pairing of electrons is strongly enhanced due
to an algebraic decay of the correlation functions at T = 0.
Solving the TL model, the asymptotic shape of the correlations can be calcu-
lated exactly. One observes (with r = ji− jj) [67]:
1. for the density-density correlation
hn0nri  A0r−2 +A1r−(1+Kc) cos(2kF r) +A2r−4Kc cos(4kF r) ; (2.40)
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2. for the spin-spin correlation
hSz0Szr i  B0r−2 +B1r−(1+Kc) cos(2kF r) ; (2.41)
3. for the singlet-pair correlation
〈
P ys (0)Ps(r)
  C0r−(1+ 1Kc ) + C1r−(Kc+ 1Kc ) cos(2kF r) ; (2.42)
4. and for the triplet-pair correlation
〈
P yt (0)Pt(r)
  D0r−(1+ 1Kc ) +D1r−(Kc+ 1Kc +2) cos(2kF r) ; (2.43)
where Ai; Bi; Ci;Di are (model dependent) constant coecients. The critical
exponents depend on the parameter Kc only. Each correlation function has a
non-oscillating and oscillating parts, which occur as multiples of 2kF . Those
oscillating parts, which are not explicitly given, decay signicantly faster. Note,
that strictly speaking also logarithmic terms ln(r) additionally appear in the
formulas given above. But as one is interested in the asymptotics r  1 of the
correlations, these so called logarithmic corrections are usually omitted.
The situation changes for the LE liquid. Due to the spin gap, it is found that the
spin as well as the triplet correlations are not critical and decay exponentially.
Critical behavior persist only for the density and singlet correlation, which
explicitly reads (up to logarithmic corrections) [67]
1. for the density-density correlation
hn0nri  A0r−2 +A1r−Kc cos(2kF r) +A2r−4Kc cos(4kF r) ; (2.44)
2. and for the singlet correlation
D
P ys (0)Ps(r)
E
 C0r−
1
Kc + C1r
−

Kc+
1
Kc

: (2.45)
From the equations given above we conclude that a TLL as well as the LEL get
superconducting for Kc > 1. Otherwise density (or spin) correlations dominate.
Based on the theory of TLL and LEL we are now able to characterize the physics
of the Hirsch model, which is done in the next section.
2.3. The Hirsch Model
2.3.1. Introduction
The Hamilton operator, which we study in this thesis, reads
H = −
X
hiji
cyicj +X
X
hiji
cyicj(ni + nj)| {z }
HX
+U
X
i
ni"ni#| {z }
HU
; (2.46)
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This model was rst investigated by Hirsch [14, 15], therefore we refer to this
model as the Hirsch model. (Contrary to [14, 15] we have omitted the next-
neighbor Coulomb potential V and we have set t = 1). Additionally, we restrict
ourselves to the one-dimensional case d = 1 and to the ground state properties
at T = 0.
To give a feeling for the eect of the o-diagonal part HX , g. 2.4 visualizes
the hopping processes of neighboring lattice sites. The X term obviously con-
tributes, if a spin of opposite site attends the hopping process. Therefore X
is called bond-charge interaction, the complete Hamiltonian part HX is also
known as correlated hopping. The case of negative (positive) X is referred to
as bond-charge attraction (repulsion).
t
t− 2X
t−X
interaction hopping process
Figure 2.4.: The gure depicts the feasible hopping processes ofHX and demon-
strates the eect of the correlated hopping term t−X. As one can
see by the pictures, X appears in the energy, if another electron of
opposite spin is participating.
The Hirsch model exhibits full U(1)⊗ SU(2) symmetry due to charge and spin
conservation, i.e. H commutes with the total charge N = Pi ni and spin S =P
i Si. Apart from that, a very useful further symmetry is given by a (modied)
particle hole transformation. Replacing particles by holes ci ! (−1)ici , one
nds that
n0 ! 2− n; X 0 ! −X=(1− 2X) and U 0 ! U ; (2.47)
where n = hnii labels the local density. From eq. (2.47) we conclude that the
parameter region 0  X=t  1 is representative for all parameters X: the
0  X  1=2 region corresponds to X < 0, whereas 1=2  X  1 can be
mapped onto X  1.
It was the idea of Hirsch that a repulsive Coulomb potential (U;X > 0) can
lead to an eective attraction of holes and therefore to hole superconductivity.
For weak couplings X < 1=2 this can be directly seen from eq. (2.47), where
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the repulsive bond-charge interaction X > 0 corresponds to an attractive one
X 0 < 0 for holes n0 = 2− n.
In terms of a BCS-mean-eld approach Hirsch and Marsiglio [16, 17, 18]
investigated the model in detail. For dimension d  2 and a nearly lled band
n! 2 they found a phase transition at a critical potential
Uc = 4d
2X
1− 2X

2X
1− 2X + 4

; (2.48)
which is exact for precisely two holes [68]. Beyond the critical U < Uc the
authors identied a LEL phase with spin gap and dominant superconducting
correlations. For U > Uc the model was found to fall into the universality class
of a TLL.
2.3.2. Bosonisation Predictions for X  1
An important progress for the understanding of the bond-charge interaction
was made by Japaridze and Mu¨ller-Hartmann, who studied the Hirsch
model in the framework of bosonisation techniques and renormalization group
analysis [69], cf. sec. 2.2.2. The range of applicability of their theory is in
principle restricted to the weak coupling regime X  1.
They found out that the Hirsch model coincides with the Hubbard model with
an eective Coulomb potential Ue and hopping amplitude te, which depend
on the lling
Ue = U + 8X cos
n
2

;
te = 1− nX : (2.49)
In order to understand the physics of the Hirsch model it is thus necessary to
briefly review some properties of the 1D Hubbard model.
Mott insulator
TLL
TLL
Mott insulator
superconducting
LEL
n = 2n = 1n = 0
U = 0
U > 0
U < 0
n = 0 n = 1 n = 2
U = 0
U > 0
U < 0
(a) Hubbard Model (b) Hirsch Model
weak coupling X  1
TLL
superconducting
LEL
TLL
Figure 2.5.: Phase diagram of the (a) Hubbard model and the (b) Hirsch model.
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The Hubbard model is exactly solvable by using the Bethe ansatz [49]. The
phase diagram is shown in g. 2.5 (a). In the repulsive regime U=t > 0 and
away from half lling n 6= 1, spin and charge excitations are gapless and the
Hubbard model falls into the TLL universality class. An exception is the case
of half lling. Here a charge gap opens and the Hubbard model is a Mott
insulator. The attractive regime U=t < 0 contrarily falls into the universality
class of the LEL, showing a spin gap for arbitrary U .
For attractive U=t < 0 it is also found [70] that Kc > 1. As a consequence,
the attractive Hubbard model is a singlet superconductor in the sense that the
singlet pair correlations dominate, cf. sec. 2.2.3. Conversely, Kc < 1 holds for
the repulsive case U=t > 0 [71], so that here density/spin correlations asymp-
totically dominate.
From the weak coupling correspondence of Hirsch and Hubbard model, the
phase diagram of the Hirsch model can be constructed. For Ue = 0 we obtain
a phase transition from a TLL to a (superconducting) LEL, in analogy to the
Hubbard model. Thus, the phase boundary is given by
Uc(n) = −8X cos
n
2

; (2.50)
cf. g. 2.5, which is consistent with eq. (2.48) for n! 2 and X  1.
As a matter of fact, bosonisation theory is only valid, if the band width t is
suciently large compared to any other interactions, such that a linearization
close to the Fermi surface holds, cf. sec. 2.2.2. In case of the Hirsch model it is
a crucial question, where the bosonisation results collapse.
2.3.3. The Exactly Solvable Case X = 1
The Hirsch model is exactly solvable for X = 1. This is possible due to a
number of additional symmetries. Schadschneider et al. [72, 73, 74] and
Arrachea and Aligia [75] were able to calculate various ground state prop-
erties and determined the complete phase diagram. Dolcini and Montorsi
[76] studied the complete eigenspectrum and the thermodynamics of the Hirsch
model. Here, we briefly summarize some of their results.
Important additional symmetries at X = 1 are given by
1. a full particle-hole symmetry, which is evident from eq. (2.47).
2. The total number of of doubly occupied sites
N"# =
X
i
ni"ni# (2.51)
is conserved.
3. The Hamiltonian exhibits an SU(2) pseudo-spin symmetry, which is in-
duced by the so-called -pair operators
 =
X
i
ci"ci# ; y =
X
i
cyi#c
y
i" and
z =
1
2
X
i

1− cyi"ci" − cyi#ci#

: (2.52)
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We analyze the spectrum of HX in detail. As N"# is conserved, the eigenbasis
of HX is also an eigenbasis of the complete Hamiltonian H. The key idea to
solve the X = 1 case is to separate the local states f0; j"i ; j#i ; j"#ig into two
groups of particles, which are called Sutherland species [77, 78]
A = fj"i ; j#ig and B = j"#i ; 0} : (2.53)
Placing two particles of the A species on neighboring sites (or B species respect-
ively) it appears from g. 2.4, that the hopping process is not possible due to
1 − X = 0. Conversely, hopping processes of dierent species simply permute
A and B species, i.e. AB $ BA. This property can be used to rearrange the
Fock space
F =
LM
NA=0
HNA (2.54)
in sub-Hilbert spaces HNA of constant number of A species NA = N − 2N"#.
The hopping process of HjHNA then simply looks like free spinless fermions
HX j
HNA
= −
X
hiji
ayiaj = −
X
k
kn
A
k : (2.55)
Here, species A are interpreted as fermion particles whereas species B as empty
sites. The operator nAk 2 f0; 1g counts A species with momentum
k = j=(L + 1); k = 1 : : : L (2.56)
and free fermion energy k = 2cos(k), where
P
k n
A
k = NA.
Now it is easy to observe the complete spectrum of H = HX + HU in the
subspace HNA
E(fnAk g; N"#) =
X
k
kn
A
k + UN"# : (2.57)
The degeneracy of each energy level reads
g(fnAk g; N"#) = 2NA 

L−NA
N"#

; (2.58)
which results from simple combinatory arguments. Consider, that we have NA
particles of species A, where each one is either an j"i or j#i particle. Thus, there
are 2NA congurations. From the rest of L−NA particles there should be N"#
doubly occupied sites, which leads to the binomial coecient
(L−NA
N"#

. As there
are
( L
NA

variations to build a sequence

nAk
}
of NA A-species, the dimension
of HNA yields
dimHNA =

L
NA
 L−NAX
N"#=0
g(

nAk
}
; N"#) =

L
NA

2L : (2.59)
Therefore, the constructed Fock space indeed covers the complete Hilbert space
dimF =
LX
NA=0
dimHNA = 4
L : (2.60)
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The ground state energy (per site) in each subspace NA is obtained by the
ground state energy of NA free fermions and the Coulomb term
e0 = E0=L = − 2

sin(nA) + Un"# ; (2.61)
where nA = NA=L and n"# = N"#=L. Minimizing eq. (2.57) for all nA yields
the ground state in the complete Fock space. The minimal HNA subspace is
found for
nA =
8><
>:
0 for U  −4
1
 arccos(−U=4) for − 4  U  Uc = −4 cos(n)
n for U  Uc
(2.62)
which leads to the ground state phase diagram shown in g. 2.6.
lling n
U
IV
-pairingI
-pairing
II
III0III
20 1
4
0
-4
Figure 2.6.: Phase diagram of the Hirsch model at X = 1. The structure of
the ground states is roughly visualized in each phase, where circles
() represent empty, " and # single occupied and bullets () doubly
occupied sites.
One nds ve phases (I, II, III, III’,IV), whose ground states structure is also
schematized in the gure. One can show that the ground states of III are those
of the U = 1 Hubbard model, where no doubly occupied sites occur. Phase
III0 is the particle-hole symmetric pendant of III. The ground states of phase I
consist of pairs and empty sites only, whereas in II each local conguration is
possible. An astonishing property of phase I and II is that among the ground
states one nds -pairing states [74, 56] which exhibit ODLRO
lim
ji−jj!1
〈
P ys (i)Ps(j)
 6= 0 : (2.63)
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The phases I,II,III and III0 fall into the TLL universality class. Contrarily, in IV
a charge gap opens and the model is insulating. A more detailed analysis of the
thermodynamics is given in chapter 3 in the framework of our numerical studies.
We already notice here a specialty of the model, namely the vanishing of the
spin velocity vs = 0 [76]. Therefore spin excitations are completely degenerate.
2.3.4. The Non-Integrable Regime 0 < X < 1
As we have seen in the last two sections, the physics of weak X  1 and X = 1
are quite dierent. For the intermediate regime 0 < X < 1 intensive numerical
studies have been performed by Quaisser et al. [79, 80] and Arrachea et
al. [81] , using the Lanczos method to diagonalize suciently small systems
exactly.
Quaisser et al. were able to compute the energy spectrum and ground state
correlation functions for chain lengths L  16 with high precision. Using nite-
size scaling, they interpolated the data to obtain the thermodynamic limit L!
1. We briefly summarize the most important results, which characterize the
Hirsch model for intermediate 0 < X < 1.
It was shown that for suciently large llings, a spin gap opens for 0 < X . 0:75
(cf. g. 2.8 (a) ) and the Hirsch model falls into the universality class of a LEL.
The numerical computation of Kc yields Kc > 1 for the spin gap phase, cf. g.
2.8 (b). Thus, superconducting singlet pair correlations are strongly enhanced.
The spin gap as well as Kc was found to be maximal for X  0:5.
n = 2
n = 1
n = 0
X = 0 X = 0:5 X = 1
TLL
Kc < 1 -pairing
TLL
Kc < 1
LEL
superconducting
Kc > 1
Figure 2.7.: Schematic plot of the Hirsch model’s phase diagram for U = 0,
which has been derived from numerical and analytic studies.
For that reason, Quaisser investigated this particular point in more detail. An
analysis of the X = 0:5 case shows that the gap opens for approximately half
lling, cf. 2.8 (c). This is at least on a qualitative level in accordance with the
ndings of bosonisation, cf. sec. 2.8.
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Figure 2.8.: The gures are taken from numerical calculations of Quaisser [79].
(a) The upper left gure plots the spin gap s as a function of
t = X=2 for a xed density n = 3=2. The respective curves belong
to dierent Coulomb potentials U = 0; 1; 2; 4; 10 (top to bottom).
Dotted and solid curves depict computations of L = 12 and L = 16
lattice sites. (b) The upper right gure plots the corresponding
calculations of Kc for U = 0; 2; 4; 10 (top to bottom), where dotted
and solid curves again show L = 12 and L = 16. (c) The lower
left gure plots for xed X = 0:5 the spin gap as a function of the
lling n, where the respective curves belong to U = 0; 2; 4; 10 (top
to bottom). (d) The corresponding computations of Kc are plotted
in the lower right gure for U = 0; 1; 2; 4; 10 (top to bottom).
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If the Coulomb potential is switched on, the LEL phase is repressed, which
is shown in g. 2.8 (d). This can be explained by the fact that a repulsive
U destroys the pair building. Fig. 2.8 (d) additionally gives evidence that
bosonisation quantitatively fails for large X = 0:5. The spin gap should vanish
for U = 10, because Ue(n = 3=2)  −2:82 < 0, cf. eq. (2.49).
For U = 0 the numerical studies qualitatively suggest the phase diagram, which
is shown in g. 2.7. Note, that the -pairing phase at X = 1 is a specialty of
the high symmetries at this singular point.
The present thesis expands the T = 0 studies to nite temperatures by using
the TMRG method. The T = 0 properties summarized above are essential for
the understanding of the low temperature behavior. E.g. the occurrence of a
spin gap s is also visible in the thermodynamics for temperatures T  s.
We will discuss these matters in detail in chapter 3.
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3.1. Introduction
In chapter 1 we have discussed the TMRG algorithm in a quite general context
of an arbitrary quantum system. In this section the TMRG is now applied to
the Hirsch model. Before we present the numerical data in section 3.2 to 3.3, we
point out some important details about the practical realization of the TMRG.
3.1.1. The Problem of Fermion Statistics
From the conventional DMRG it is well known that the fermion statistics have
to be taken into account, in particular if one is interested in correlation functions
[82]. However, the Trotter-Suzuki decomposition does not care about fermionic
commutator relations between dierent plaquettes.
In case of the Hirsch model we discovered, that particularly the singlet correla-
tions were completely wrong without considering fermion statistics. But triplet,
density and spin correlations as well as all other thermodynamic properties suit
ne. This may be a reason why the relevance of the fermion statistics never
have been considered before.
In the conventional DMRG one usually stores the renormalized Hamiltonian
in a Fock space manner [82]. The representation of c(y)i in Fock space turns
to a \sign problem": if
N ;n1   nL is a N -particle state (here for simplicity
spinless fermions are considered) with
N =
LX
k=1
nk and nk 2 f0; 1g ; (3.1)
we have
cyj
N ;    nj     = (−1)Nj N + 1;    nj + 1    
cj
N ;    nj     = (−1)Nj N − 1;    nj − 1     (3.2)
where
Nj =
j−1X
k=1
nk : (3.3)
Unfortunately, it is not possible to follow this strategy in the TMRG algorithm.
The QTM has something like a local structure, involving only two sites of the
quantum chain. Therefore, we choose an alternative approach, using a Jordan-
Wigner transformation (JWT) [83]. The JWT maps a fermion model onto a
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conventional spin system. The details of the JWT can be found in the appendix
A. The basic idea is to express the fermion operators c(y)j with anti-commutator
relations by spin operators, which commute for dierent lattice sites.
This is possible by the identication
cj = KjS−j and c
y
j = S
+
jKj ; (3.4)
where the unitary operators Kj are dened by
Kj" = ei
Pj−1
i; S
+
iS
−
i and Kj# = ei
Pj
i; S
+
iS
−
i : (3.5)
Si are conventional spin-1/2 matrices, where two dierent \types" of spins are
distinguished by . That eq. (3.4) really induces fermion operators is proved in
the appendix A.
Inserting the JWT into the Hamiltonian (2.46), the hopping terms cyi cj modify,
whereas the diagonal charge operators ni transform canonically:
cyi+1"ci" ! (−1)ni#S+i+1"S−i"
cyi+1#ci# ! (−1)ni+1"S+i+1#S−i# (3.6)
ni ! S+iS−i (3.7)
Note, that periodic boundary conditions may transform to twisted ones, but this
is irrelevant for our studies of the thermodynamic limit. Obviously, the \sign
problem", which we mentioned before, is reflected intrinsically by the modied
interaction (3.6). It is important to notice, that hi;i+1 in terms of spins is
no longer parity invariant, which has to be taken into accound in the TMRG
algorithm.
3.1.2. Quantum Numbers and Correlation Lengths
In section 1.2.3 we have already discussed the relevance of quantum numbers
for the computational performance. The Hirsch Hamiltonian commutes with
the total (Pauli) spin S =
P
i ni" − ni# and total charge N =
P
i ni" + ni#,
cf. sec. 2.3. But alternatively, we consider the quantum number of up- and
down-spins N =
P
i ni in the TMRG algorithm. The corresponding quantum
number of QTM TM consequently reads N =
P
j(−1)jnj. Hence, the QTM
blocks are characterized by the tuple (N";N#). The leading eigenvalue 0
is located in the (0; 0) block, using the arguments of section 1.2.3.
The quantum numbers (N";N#) play an important role with respect to
correlation lengths. They can be used to assign the eigenvalues  to the
respective type of correlation. To which correlation function an eigenvalue of
the QTM belongs to, is controlled by M given in eq. (1.51).
M is not vanishing, if TM (O)
R0  and 〈L have the same quantum numbers
(N";N#). If spin or density correlations (cf. sec. 2.2.3) are considered, O is
diagonal in real space and TM (O) maps
R0  onto the (0; 0) block. Therefore,
density and spin correlation lengths are situated in the same block (0; 0) and
have to be distinguished by calculating M explicitely.
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n1
0~n1
n2
0
n2
~n2
~n3 ~n4
~n1n

1
O
Figure 3.1.: Modied QTM TM=1(O) where the indices are quantum numbers
(n"i ; n
#
i ) of each local lattice site
The singlet and triplet pair operators (cf. sec. 2.2.3), leading to superconducting
correlations, are o-diagonal and change the quantum number. For demonstra-
tion purpose we consider the modied QTM TM=1(c
y
i"c
y
i+1#). The indices n

j ,
nj
0 and ~nj label the quantum numbers of each local lattice site, where  ="; #.
We obtain the equations
n1 + ~n

1 = n

2 + ~n

2 ; ~n

2 + n

2
0 = ~n3 + ~n

4 ;
~n"1 = ~n
"
3 + 1; ~n
#
1 = ~n
#
3; n
#
1
0 = ~n#4 + 1; n
"
1
0 = ~n"4 (3.8)
which resolves to
n1 − n2 = n1 0 − n2 0 − 1 =) N = N 0 − 1 : (3.9)
Hence, TM (c
y
i"c
y
i+1#) changes the quantum number N by one. As a con-
sequence, the singlet pair correlation lengths of P (y)s (i) are found in the (1;1)
block. Similarly, one can show that the triplet pair correlation lengths are situ-
ated in the (1;1), (2; 0) and (0;2), depending on the operator P (y)tl (i).
In order to uniquely distinguish d-d, s-s, sp and tp correlations we thus cal-
culate the leading QTM eigenvalues of the (0; 0), (1; 1) and (2; 0) block and
additionally M in (0; 0) block.
The JWT described above gets important particularly for the (1; 1) block ei-
genvalues. Numerically we found out, that the eigenvalues of this block change
without JWT. However, the (0; 0) and (2; 0) blocks are not aected.
3.2. Thermodynamics of the Hirsch model
We now present numerical TMRG results for the parameter region 0  X  1,
which is representative for all X, cf. sec. 2.3.1. We use a grand canonical
description, since in the fermion model particles can be added or removed.
Thus, a chemical potential  controls the density n of particles. It is not possible
to design a TMRG algorithm for a xed density of particles due to the \local
structure" of the quantum transfer-matrix (cf. eq. (1.35)). Additionally, we
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include a magnetic eld h, such that the Hamiltonian reads
H = HX +HU −h
X
i
mi − 
X
i
ni| {z }
Hext
(3.10)
where ni = ni" + ni# is the local density and mi = ni" − ni# the local Pauli
magnetization.
We are able to calculate the following thermodynamic quantities: the grand
canonical potential ’, local thermal expectation values (e.g. local density n),
charge and spin susceptibilities c and s and the specic heat c.
The grand canonical potential ’(T; ) is directly accessible by the largest ei-
genvalue of the QTM, cf. eq. (1.44). The charge susceptibility
c(T; ) =
@n
@

T
(3.11)
is obtained by computing the local density n = n(T; ) = hnii (cf. eq. (1.49))
of electrons for two dierent chemical potentials − and +. Then, we
use numerical derivatives
c(T; )  n(T; + )− n(T; −)2 (3.12)
to approximate c, where typically   10−2 is chosen. Similarly, the spin
susceptibility
s

h=0
=
@m
@h

;T ;h=0
(3.13)
is obtained by the numerical derivative of the (Pauli) magnetization m =
m(T; ; h) = hmii varying the magnetic eld h.
The natural form of the specic heat in a grand canonical formulation is given
by
c = T
@s
@T


= T
@2’
@T 2


; (3.14)
where s labels the local entropy. But usually data for the specic heat at
constant density n is considered, which is related to c by the thermodynamic
relation
cn = T
@s
@T

n
= c − T @n
@T


@
@n

T
: (3.15)
We mention, that concrete predictions about the low temperature asymptotics
of the susceptibilities and the specic heat are known for the TL and LE model.
These are based on results of the conformal eld theory (CFT) (for an overview
see e.g. [84, 85]).
The idea of CFT is that a model at criticality and with short-range interac-
tions is invariant under a large group of conformal transformations. Thereby
extremely powerful and general conclusions are possible. As an example, the
CFT is used to relate properties of nite quantum chains with those of an inn-
ite one, or temperature T = 0 properties with nite temperature T > 0 physics.
Here, the latter one is interesting for our study of low-temperature physics.
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We summarize the essential results for the thermodynamics [86, 87]. The free
energy per site f(T; n) = ’+ N takes a quadratic form
f = e0 − kT 2 : (3.16)
The constant k in case of the TLL explicitly reads
k =

6

1
vc
+
1
vs

; (3.17)
and depends on the spin and charge velocities vv=s, dened in sec. 2.2.2. As a
consequence, the specic heat has a linear dependence on T
cn = T
@2f
@T 2

n
=
k
2
T : (3.18)
For charge and spin susceptibilities one observes for T ! 0 [88]
c=s =
Kc=s
2vc=s
; (3.19)
Note, that Ks = 1 for the TLL, cf. sec. 2.2.2. Eq. (3.19) suggests that the
reciprocals of the velocities can be interpreted as the density of states in re-
spect to spin and charge excitations. For a LEL the spin degrees of freedom are
frozen out for small temperatures, which correspond to vanishing spin excita-
tions 1=vs ! 0.
The mentioned general properties of TLL and LEL based on CFT will be very
useful for the interpretation of the thermodynamic results obtained by the
TMRG algorithm. It is even possible to predict the structure of the correl-
ation functions, which is discussed later on in sec. 3.3.1.
3.2.1. TMRG Results for X = 1
As already shown in sec. 2.3.3, the Hirsch model is integrable for X = 1 and the
complete eigenspectrum is accessible. Adding Hext to the Hirsch Hamiltonian
(2.46) splits up the energy levels of eq. (2.57). The spectrum can be used to
calculate the partition function ZL = tr e−H for a chain of length L exactly.
Thereby, the grand canonical potential
−’ = lim
L!1
lnZL
L
(3.20)
for the thermodynamic limit L ! 1 can be determined [76], which explicitly
reads
−’ = ln(1 + e2) + 1

Z 
0
ln

1 + e−(k−
)

dk : (3.21)
 is an \eective" chemical potential given by
(; ; h) = +
1

ln
2 cosh h
1 + e2
: (3.22)
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Figure 3.2.: Grand canonical potential ’ as a function of temperature for X = 1
and chemical potentials  = −0:5; 0; 0:5. The absolute deviation
from the exact value in dependence of the temperature is plotted
in the left inset for  = 0. The corresponding TMRG data for the
density n = n(T; ) is depicted in the right inset. For comparison
exact data using eq. (3.21) are shown by circles ().
Details of the analytic derivation (following [76]) are summarized in appendix
B. Rigorous studies of the specic heat, susceptibilities etc. are thus possible.
We basically use the exact results to check the precision of our TMRG data.
In particular, we focus on the case of vanishing Coulomb potential U = 0
and magnetic eld h = 0. h 6= 0 is only considered to calculate the spin
susceptibility, cf. eq. (3.13). The intention of theses choices is to elucidate the
physical influence of the bond-charge interaction X only, even if physically U
is usually not small (cf. eq. (2.12)).
The data presented as follows is computed for  = 0:05 (cf. eq. (1.24)) and
m = 70 − 100 retained states in the renormalization process (cf. sec. 1.2).
We typically compute M  1000 − 2000 TMRG iterations, depending on the
stability of the numerics, which correspond to a minimal reachable temperature
of T  0:02 − 0:01. As we use a grand canonical description, the chemical
potential  is used to control the density n of particles. Note, that the density
is also temperature dependent n = n(T; ).
In g. 3.2 the grand canonical potential ’ is plotted for the chemical potentials
 = −0:5; 0; 0:5. For low temperatures, we have a quadratic dependence, in
correspondence with eq. (3.16). The intersection with the ordinate is situated
at ’0 = e0 − n0, where e0 is the ground state energy and n0 = n(T ! 0).
Contrarily, ’ gets linear for the high temperature regime. The latter fact can be
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understood by an entropy argument. As the entropy per site s(T !1) = ln(4)
gets constant for T !1, we have
@’
@T

;T!1 = −s(T !1) = − ln 4 : (3.23)
The temperature dependence of the density n(T; ) is plotted in the upper
inset. The particle-hole symmetry of the model is conrmed by the symmetry
of n(T;0:5) as well as by the potentials ’(T;0:5), which are only shifted by
 = 1.
Our data is compared to exact results, calculated by eq. (3.21), cf. the lower in-
set of g. 3.2. The absolute deviation is less than 10−4 for temperatures T > 0:1
and for 0:02 < T < 0:1 less than 10−3. Not explicitly shown here, the errors of
the density n as well as other expectation values (e.g. the magnetization) are
approximately of the same order. This is a remarkable precision even in the low
temperature region. The Trotter-Suzuki decomposition in eq. (1.25) is respons-
ible for an error of at least 10−3  2 since  = 0:05. For low temperatures the
error is expected to increase due to the renormalization steps.
It is interesting to investigate also the complete density n(T; ) as a function of
temperature T and chemical potential , cf. g. 3.3. For T ! 0 one observes
a discontinuity for  = 0. This can be explained by the ground states of the
-pair phase, which occurs for 0:5 < n < 1:5, cf. sec. 2.3.3 . Here, all ground
states with dierent numbers of pairs N"# are degenerate. Thus, the chemical
potential does not change by adding a particle, because a new bound pair is
formed without changing the energy. Note, that therefore the thermodynamics
of the -pair phase can only be realized for  = 0. Any  6= 0 induces n < 0:5
or n > 1:5 and falls into the U = 1 phase, cf. sec. 2.3.3.
Fig. 3.4 depicts the spin and charge susceptibilities forX = 1 and  = 0; 0:5; 1:0.
The comparison with exact data results in a relative error less than 10−2 for
temperatures T & 0:1. Not surprisingly, it is larger than that for ’, because
numerical errors are propagating through the numerical derivatives.
The ndings of CFT in eq. (3.19) can be used to interpret the results of g. 3.4.
The ground states of X = 1 for n < 0:5 (and after particle-hole transformation
for n > 1:5) corresponds to the U = 1 Hubbard model, cf. sec. 2.3.3. For the
U = 1 Hubbard model it is known that
vs = 0 and vc = 2tj sin(n)j : (3.24)
The spin excitations exhibit no dispersion due to degeneracy and are completely
suppressed [76]. In g. 3.4 we have plotted s T to demonstrate, that the spin
susceptibility s is diverging for all  and llings n in the limit T ! 0 since
limT!0 Ts is nite. The charge susceptibility c is divergent for  = 0.
3.2.2. TMRG Results for 0 < X < 1
We now consider the non-integrable case 0 < X < 1. From analytical and
numerical approaches (see sec. 2.3.4) it is known that a crossover from a TLL
phase to a super-conducting LEL is observed. For X  1 this is evident,
because the bond-charge model is an eective Hubbard model (cf. sec. 2.3.2),
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Figure 3.3.: Density n(; T ) as a function of temperature and chemical potential
for X = 1. For T ! 0 a discontinuity at  = 0 is found, where the
density has a discontinuity and jumps from n = 0:5 to n = 1:5.
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where the crossover is expected to appear at Ue = 0, corresponding to half-
lling n = 1 (see eq. (2.49)).
In our thermodynamic study we can identify the existence of a spin gap if the
susceptibility s vanishes for T ! 0.
In g. 3.5 s is depicted for xed chemical potential  = 0:6 and various hopping
amplitudes 0 < X < 1. For X > 0:65 we can clearly verify TLL behavior,
because the susceptibility does not vanish for T ! 0. At X  0:65 we observe
a crossover to a LEL phase with s(T ! 0) = 0. Decreasing X further, the gap
seems to close again for X . 0:3.
Additionally, the inset of g. 3.5 shows the density n(T;  = 0:6) for the re-
spective parameters X. Note, that  = 0:6 induces a regime of more than half
lling n > 1 for each X. Therefore the spin gap should persist especially for
X  1, which we can not show by our TMRG results. But from the attractive
Hubbard model it is known that the spin gap is exponentially small for U  1.
Since from (2.49) we have Ue  1 for X  1, the gap in the bond-charge
model becomes extremely small, especially at half lling. The decay of s at
X  1 is therefore expected at such low temperatures, that are not accessible
by TMRG.
To verify that all X  0:5 exhibit a spin gap we increased the lling in g. 3.6.
Here, the eective Coulomb potential Ue is larger and the spin gap appears in
our data.
In order to give a more detailed overview of the thermodynamics of the bond-
charge model for 0 < X < 1, we focus on three particular points X = 0:1; 0:5
and X = 0:9.
The Case X = 0:1
Fig. 3.7 plots the charge and spin susceptibility at X = 0:1 for various chemical
potentials . Additionally, in the inset, the density n(; T ) is depicted.
As X is small compared to the bandwidth t, the Hirsch model should coincide
with the eective Hubbard model. We check the asymptotics of the susceptib-
ilities s and c for T = 0 using eq. (3.19). These can be calculated exactly
for the integrable Hubbard model [89, 90]. For a weak (repulsive) Coulomb
potential U , one nds
vc=s = vF

1 U
4t sin kF

= vF  U2 ; (3.25)
Kc = 1− U4t sin(kF ) (3.26)
with vF = 2t sin(kF ) and kF = n2 . Using eqs. (3.25), (3.26) and (3.19) we have
calculated s and c for T ! 0. The density n0 = n(; T ! 0) which was
used to determine kF is denoted in the legend of g. 3.7. We observe perfect
agreement with our data, which again supports the correspondence of Hubbard
and bond-charge model.
Even more evidence of Hubbard-like thermodynamics is given by the shape of
the specic heat c. As shown for c in g. 3.8, two characteristic features can
be observed for large and small llings, a shoulder at low temperatures and a
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Figure 3.5.: Spin susceptibility as a function of temperature for various amp-
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xed chemical potential  = 0:6.
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peak at a slightly larger temperature. As in the repulsive Hubbard model these
features can be related to spin and charge excitations, respectively. They merge
close to half lling where we have eectively a free fermion system for X  1.
Moreover the regime less than half lling n < 1 closely corresponds to n > 1.
Again, this can be explained by the exponentially small gap, which does not
aect the physics at those temperature scales we can observe by TMRG.
The eect of the spin gap manifests itself at larger interactions X.
The Case X = 0:5
Fig. 3.9 depicts charge and spin susceptibilites for X = 0:5. In contrast to
X = 0:1, the spin susceptibility s clearly arms a gap for n > 1 since s(T !
0) ! 0. Therefore the phase transition occurs at half lling, as predicted
by bosonisation [69]. A signicantly larger spin gap than at X = 0:1 is also
veried by the specic heat shown in g. 3.10. The linear behavior of c for
 & 1 occurs only at very low temperatures and can not be observed on the
temperature scale shown. Here the exponential corrections coming from the
nite spin gap dominate.
Even though the numerical data for the thermodynamics suggest Hubbard like
behavior on a qualitative level, a more detailed quantitative comparison fails
for X = 0:5. Since Ue is not small here, we used the Bethe ansatz (instead
of eq. (3.25) and (3.26)) to calculate the T ! 0 values of s and c for the
(eective) Hubbard model. Obviously, the exact results, which are also depicted
in g. 3.9, do not t to our TMRG data.
The Case X = 0:9
For large X < 1 the spin gapped phase disappears, which also contradicts the
results of bosonisation. As an example we show TMRG data for X = 0:9.
The susceptibilities and the density, which are shown in g. 3.11, qualitatively
coincide with the X = 1 case.
At   0 we observe a jump in the density, indicating a phase comparable to the
-pair phase. The spin susceptibility s(T ! 0) is diverging for all llings n,
which yields vs ! 0. Fig. 3.12 additionally plots the specic heat c for various
chemical potentials . In fact, the model is observed to be nearly particle-
hole symmetric ( ! −). Note, that for  = 0 the specic heat exhibits an
additional low energy peak. Spin excitations can not contribute to that peak,
because they are strongly suppressed due to vs ! 0. For X = 1 such peak
has also been observed in ref. [76]. It is associated with the melting of pairs.
Remarkably, the physics at X = 0:9 is very similar to the highly symmetric
X = 1 case. Thus, X = 1 is not a singular point, but the characteristics persist
for a certain neighborhood around X = 1.
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3.3. Correlation Lengths
3.3.1. Conformal Field Theory Predictions
Before we present TMRG data for the thermal correlation length, it is interest-
ing to review some CFT predictions.
In general, a (static) two-point correlation functions of any (eld) operator (r)
reads in the CFT D
y(r)(0)
E
=
X

a
D
y
(r)(0)
E
; (3.27)
The later equation shall implicate, that various parts
〈
y
(r)(0)

with
coecients a contribute to the correlation function. These parts intrinsically
depend on the type of excitations, which are induced by the operator .
The CFT predicts a general shape for the correlation parts. In case of a TLL
one nds [91, 92, 71]
D
y
(r)(0)
E
=
e−4ikF Dcre−2ikF Dsr
r2xcr2xs
 r− ; (3.28)
where  = 2(xc+xs) and a vanishing magnetization m has been assumed. Here,
xc=s = 
+
c=s + 
−
c=s label the so-called scaling dimensions, which are expressed
by so-called conformal weights c=s. The conformal weights depend on the
excitation type and therefore the index  was chosen in eq. (3.27). The
numbers Dc and Ds are counters of holons (charge excitations) and spinons
(spin excitations), which have been transfered from one Fermi point kF to the
other one (cf. g. 2.3) and lead to an oscillation of the correlation function.
In case of the repulsive Hubbard model, which is Bethe integrable, the conformal
weights can be calculated explicitly [71]:
c =
1
2

Ic
2c(Q)
 c(Q)

Dc +
Ds
2
2
+Nc (3.29)
s =
1
4

Is − Ic2 Ds
2
+Ns (3.30)
The multiplet (Ic; Is;Dc;Ds; Nc; Ns) of numbers is connected with the Bethe
ansatz solutions and characterize the excitations: Ic counts the number of total
holes, Is the number of spin-up (") holes, Dc (Ds) the number of holon (spinon)
transfers from one Fermi point kF to the other and Nc (Ns) is the number
of charge (spin) particle hole excitations. The so-called dressed charge c(Q)
depends specically on the Hubbard model’s couplings and can be expressed
by an integral equation. Note, that the possible choices of Dc=s are restricted
by the Bethe ansatz equations
Dc =
Ic + Is
2
mod 1 and Ds =
Ic
2
mod 1 (3.31)
and can also be half integers, whereas Ic, Is , Nc and Ns are integers.
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Eq. (3.29) and (3.30) facilitate to calculate the critical exponents of all cor-
relation functions [71]. If we e.g. consider the density correlations hnrn0i (cf.
eq. (2.40)) there is a non-oscillating and oscillating part. As nr does not change
the particle number we have Ic = Is = 0. The lowest non-oscillating charge
excitation, which induces the smallest conformal weight and thus the leading
part in hnrn0i, corresponds to one particle-hole excitation (0; 0; 0; 0; 1; 0). The
conformal weights are c = 1 and thus  = 2 in correspondence with eq. (2.40).
Consequently, (0; 0;1;1; 0; 0) induces the 2kF part with  = 1 + 
2
c (Q)
2 and
(0; 0;1; 0; 0; 0) the 4kF part with  = 2c(Q)2.
It is worth to emphasize, that eq. (3.29) and (3.30) are not universal, because the
couplings of the Hubbard model enter the formulas by the dressed charge c(Q).
But if one calculates all correlations and compares them to the predictions of
the TL model (in sec. 2.2.3), it is found, that all critical exponents coincide
with the identication
Kc =
2c (Q)
2
: (3.32)
Therefore, it is possible to transfer the results of a special integrable TLL liquid
(here the repulsive Hubbard model) to general TLL behavior (as far as not
any relevant symmetries are dierent). In particular, the conformal weights
can be expressed in dependency of Kc, which will be important for the later
discussions.
Using the same arguments, the conformal weights of a LEL can be calculated.
As a reference integrable model one can e.g. choose the Bariev model [93],
which is by the way closely related to the Hirsch model. Here, the conformal
weights read
 =
1
2

I
2c(Q)
Dc(Q)
2
+N : (3.33)
The excitations are characterized by (M;D;N): here M labels the number of
holes of pairs, D transfers of pairs from one Fermi point to another and N the
usual particle-hole excitations. Using x = 2(+ + −) the correlation function
parts read D
y
(r)(0)
E
=
e−i2kF D
r2x
: (3.34)
In contrast to the Bethe ansatz solutions of the repulsive Hubbard model, the
integers (M;D;N) are not restricted.
As an example the non-oscillating density correlation part is given by the ex-
citation (0; 0; 1), thus  = 1 and  = 2 (cf. eq. 2.44). The 2kF part is induced
by (0; 1; 0), which implies  = 22c (Q). Identifying
Kc = 22c (Q) (3.35)
the results (of all correlation functions) again coincide with those of eq. (2.44-
2.45) and we can transfer all results to a general LEL (as well as the relevant
symmetries are not dierent).
Up to now, we have only reproduced the T = 0 results of sec. 2.2.3 in terms of
CFT results, supplied by Bethe ansatz ndings. The advantage of this excursus
is the extensibility to nite temperatures T > 0. Here, the CFT predicts the
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Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid
corr. k excitation  γ ref.
density 0 (0; 0; 0; 0; 1; 0) 2 vc2 (a)
density 2kF (0; 0;1;1; 0; 0) 1 +Kc vc


vc
vs
+Kc
 (b)
density 4kF (0; 0;1; 0; 0; 0) 4Kc vc4Kc (c)
spin 0 (0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 1) 2 vs2 (d)
spin 2kF (0; 0; 0;1; 0; 0) 1 +Kc vc


vc
vs
+Kc
 (e)
singlet 0 (2; 1;12 ;1; 0; 0) 1 + 1Kc vc vc
vs
+ 1
Kc
 (f)
singlet 2kF (2; 1;12 ; 0; 0; 0) Kc + 1Kc vcKc+ 1Kc
 (g)
triplet 0 (2; 2; 0; 0; 0; 0) 1 + 1Kc
vc


vc
vs
+ 1
Kc
 (h)
triplet 2kF (2; 2; 0; 1; 0; 0) Kc + 1Kc + 2
vc


2 vc
vs
+ 1
Kc
+Kc
 (i)
Table 3.1.: Correlation functions of the Tomonaga-Luttinger model, split up
into oscillating and non oscillating parts. For temperature T = 0
the correlations decay algebraically with critical exponent . For
low nite temperature T > 0 an exponential decay is observed with
a thermal correlation length  = γ=T . The third column refers to
the (lowest) exitation type (Ic; Is;Dc;Ds; Nc; Ns) which contributes
to the respective correlation and determines the conformal weights
in eq. (3.29) and (3.30). The last column (ref.) denotes reference
labels, which we use later on.
following general form of static correlation functions, where we rst consider a
TLL [71]:
D
y
(r)(0)
E
=

2T
vc
2xc 2T
vs
2xs e−4ikF Dcre−2ikF Dsr
e2T

xc
vc
+ xs
vs

r
: (3.36)
Thus, all correlations asymptotically decay exponentionally (in correspondence
with eq. (1.50)) with a temperature dependent correlation length
 =
1
2

xc
vc
+ xsvs

T
=:
γ
T
: (3.37)
Note, that eq. (3.37) holds for suciently low temperatures. As an important
dierence to the T = 0 case in sec. 2.2.3, the low temperature behavior depends
also on the spin and charge velocities vc and vs. Using the eqs. (3.29-3.30)
and the identication (3.32), it is thus possible to calculate γ for each thermal
correlation length explicitly [25, 94]. We summarize the results in tab. 3.1,
referring additionally to the excitation type (Ic; Is;Dc;Ds; Nc; Ns) which has
been considered.
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Luther-Emery liquid
corr. type k excitation  γ ref.
density 0 (0; 0; 1) 2 vc2 (a)
density 2kF (0; 1; 0) Kc vcKc (b)
density 4kF (0; 2; 0) 4Kc vc4Kc (c)
singlet 0 (1; 0; 0) 1Kc
vcKc
 (d)
singlet 2kF (1; 1; 0) Kc + 1Kc
vc


Kc+
1
Kc
 (e)
Table 3.2.: The same as tab. 3.1, but for the Luther-Emery liquid. The exitation
types characterized by (M;D;N) are denoted in the third column.
For a LEL eq. (3.37) simplies to
γ =
vc
2Tx
: (3.38)
Using eq. (3.33) and the identication (3.35) the results obtained for γ are
summarized in tab. 3.2. Note, that triplet and spin correlations do not play a
role in the low temperature regime due to the spin gap. On the basis of these
CFT results we discuss the correlation lengths of the Hirsch model, which is
done in the following section.
3.3.2. TMRG Results for Correlation Lengths
A great advantage of the TMRG algorithm is that not only quantities related
to the free energy are accessible, but also, through the next-leading eigenval-
ues of the transfer-matrix, thermal correlation lengths (1.51). As explained
in Sec. 3.1.2, the corresponding correlation functions are identied by their
quantum numbers (N";N#). It is even possible to distinguish the contribu-
tions of dierent wave-vectors k = kF ( = 0; 2; 4; : : :). This will be done in
the following to determine the dominant correlations in the dierent parameter
regimes.
First, we check the precision of our TMRG data. For that purpose we choose
X = 0, which describes a system of free fermions with spin. Here, all correlation
lengths can be computed exactly. Due to Wick’s theorem (details are found
in appendix C), spin, charge and pair CLs are identically given by
−1 = 2arsinh(T=2) : (3.39)
Fig. 3.13 compares the CLs computed by the TMRG program to exact data.
Down to a temperature T  0:2 the relative error is shown to be less then 10%.
As already mentioned in Sec. 3.1.1 it is important to perform a JWT before
applying the TMRG to the bond-charge model. Otherwise, particularly the
singlet pair correlations are not correctly reproduced by the algorithm.
We now discuss in detail s-s, d-d, sp and tp correlations in the bond-charge
model. The low temperature asymptotics have been extensively discussed in
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Figure 3.13.: Precision check of various correlation lengths computed by the
TMRG algorithm for free fermions. The relative error is plotted
as a function of temperature T , showing that the CLs keep reliable
for T > 0:2.
sec. 3.3.1 and are summarized in tab. 3.1 and 3.2. The results are now used
to interpret the correlation lengths, that have been computed with the TMRG
algorithm.
We focus on the parameter point X = 0:5, where the spin gap is comparatively
large for n & 1. For T = 0, the system is then a LEL with dominating super-
conducting sp correlations due toKc > 1. From the results shown in tab. 3.2 it is
expected, that sp correlations should dominate even for nite low temperatures
T > 0. At zero temperature, close to half-lling a transition to a TLL takes
place which exists for all densities n . 1.
Fig. 3.14 shows the (leading) thermal CLs for three dierent chemical potentials
( = −1; 0:4; 0:6). The choice of  covers the TLL ( = −1) and the LEL phase
( = 0:6) as well as a point close to the phase transition ( = 0:4). In these
gures we have plotted  T vs. T which allows to determine the low temperature
asymptotics. As  = γ=T for T ! 0 (cf. eq. (3.37)), the curves should become
linear and intersect the ordinate at γ. According to CFT (see Sec. 3.3.1), the
factor γ depends on the spin and charge velocities and the critical exponent Kc.
For  = −1 (n0  0:38) in g. 3.14 (a) the system is in the TLL regime.
The non-oscillating d-d CL dominates for all temperatures. The leading s-s
CL for T ! 0 is shown to be incommensurable (k = 2kF ), whereas the k = 0
part is strongly suppressed and not shown in the gure. Additionally, the
k = 4kF d-d correlation lengths dominate the k = 2kF d-d and all s-s CLs.
This scenario can easily be understood by the fact, that the spin velocity is
very small (vs  vc), which can be veried by g. 3.9. The ratio vc=vs  1
enters (a) and (e) of tab 3.1, thus these correlations are suppressed for low
temperatures. For the same reason, the tp correlation length is crossed over by
the leading incommensurable sp correlation length at low temperatures, cf. (h)
of tab. 3.1. The inset of g. 3.14 (a) depicts the wave-vectors kF . We have also
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Figure 3.14.: Plot of the leading d-d, s-s, sp and tp correlation lengths  for
X = 0:5 and (a)  = −1, (b)  = 0:4 and (c)  = 0:6. The
corresponding densities n0 = n(T ! 0) read (a) n0  0:38, (b)
n0  0:88 and (c) n0 = 1:19. The diagrams show the respective
correlation   T as a function of T . As an example, the inset of
(a) depicts the wave-vectors k of the oscillating CLs. The circles
() correspond to the T ! 0 limit of k = 2kF and k = 4kF with
kF = n=2.
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Figure 3.15.: Crossing phenomena of density-density (k = 0) and singlet pair
(k = 0; 2kF ) correlation lengths for various chemical potentials
(a)  = 0:6 (b)  = 0:8 and (c) 1:0. The diagrams plot the
particular correlation length   T as a function of temperature
T . The corresponding densities n0 = n(T ! 0) are given by (a)
n0  1:21 (b) n0  1:92 (c) n0  1:99.
plotted the T ! 0 values of 2kF and 4kF with kF = 2n which agree perfectly
with the TMRG data.
The case  = 0:4 (n0  0:88) shown in g. 3.14 (b) also falls into the TLL re-
gime, but is situated close to the phase transition to the LEL. The CLs generally
get smaller, because the charge velocity vc is decreased (see g. 3.9). Note, that
the crossing phenomena of CLs become very rich close to the transition.
A crossover of sp and d-d correlations at nite temperature Tc  0:5 is observed
in g. 3.14 (c) for  = 0:6 (n0  1:19). And in contrast to the latter cases, the
leading sp CL is shown to be commensurable. This agrees with the predictions
of tab. 3.2, if Kc > 1 is assumed.
The crossing temperature Tc increases for higher llings. This is demonstrated
by g. 3.15, which shows only the leading d-d and sp correlation lengths for
 = 0:6; 0:8; 1:0. Note, that the CLs in g. 3.14 (c) and g. 3.15 do not show
asymptotic 1T behaviour for the achievable temperatures, which may indicate
logarithmic corrections.
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4.1. Introduction
As already mentioned in the preface, the second part of the present thesis is
dedicated to the study of non-equilibrium physics. As a matter of fact, the
thermal equilibrium, where theories are quite well elaborated, is in nature more
an exception than a rule. Prominent examples are found in pure physical con-
texts, but also in many interdisciplinary elds and reach from dynamic growth
processes [95], chemical diusion [19], evolution of forest res [96] or diseases
[97], modelling trac on a highway [20] to phenomena like self organized crit-
icality [98]. By far this list is not exhaustive. Like in the quantum case, non-
equilibrium phenomena { especially in one space dimension { show interesting
non-trivial collective behavior and strong correlations.
However, the physics of non-equilibrium systems are a comparatively modern re-
search eld and by far not as well understood as equilibrium ones. Our research
concentrates on so called stochastic models. A generic choice of such models
stands to reason, if the microscopic dynamics of a process are not known in de-
tail. But nevertheless from empirical considerations informations about trans-
ition probabilities are available. As already suggested by its name, stochastic
models inherit these probabilities by stochastic (microscopic) dynamics.
The dynamic evolution of a large class of (Markov) stochastic models can be
described by a so-called master equation [99]. During the last decades a lot
of progress has been made here, which succeeded from a close formal analogy
between stochastic and quantum models. The master equation can be mapped
onto a Schro¨dinger’s equation in imaginary time, which was rst realized by
Alexander and Holstein for the symmetric exclusion process [21]. Alcaraz
et. al extended the idea to so-called reaction-diusion processes [100], which
represent a large, intensively studied class of stochastic models.
Reaction-diusion models originate from chemical reactions with thermal dif-
fusion. Meanwhile they have become something like a prototype for stochastic
models. Their formal analogy to quantum systems allows to transfer various
techniques like the Bethe ansatz, free fermion methods [101] or the matrix
product ansatz [102].
Especially interesting is that also concepts of criticality, universality and (mod-
ied) versions of conformal invariance and scaling can be adapted to stochastic
models. In spite of this remarkable progress, exact results still extremely rare.
One of the most important universality classes, which occurs in case of absorbing
state transitions, is directed percolation (DP) [103, 104]. We consider a typical
example for DP to elucidate what is meant by an absorbing state transition,
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namely the spreading of an infectious disease. Suppose, that a certain percent-
age of a population is infected. Each individual may recover from the disease
or infect others. Thus, two so-called stationary \states" of the population are
possible after a long time has passed by. Depending on the infection rate p,
either the disease is completely eliminated p < pc (absorbing phase) or the dis-
ease is exuberant p > pc (active phase). Thus we have a non-equilibrium phase
transition of two physically dierent regimes, which is illustrated by g. 4.1.
tim
e 
t
individuum i
pc pc cpp>p=p<
Figure 4.1.: The gures, taken from [105], sketch the dynamic evolution of the
infectious disease in time t. Infected individuals i are marked with
dots, where cured ones are noted with a space. In the upper three
gures, a certain percentage of individuals are already infected.
Depending on the infection rate p, the disease spreads (p > pc) or
is dammed (p < pc). The lower gures contain the same process,
but only one individual (like a seed of the spreading) is infected.
In between at p = pc we obtain a phase transition point.
Even if the DP universality class is generic for a huge class of almost simple mod-
els, it is amazing that none of them can be solved exactly. Consequently critical
exponents, which i.e. characterize the algebraic decay of correlation functions,
can not be determined rigorously. Moreover, the number of universality classes
is by far not completely known.
A quite unfavorable disadvantage of non-equilibrium studies is the lack of exper-
imental realizations [106]. Most of the \experimental" evidence is given by com-
puter simulations, which are widely known as Monte-Carlo simulations (MCS).
This technique means nothing else than simulating a quite huge number of
concrete realizations (also called samples) of the stochastic process. Then, all
samples have to be averaged to predict the physical properties.
But particularly critical phenomena are sophisticated problems of MCS. As
criticality is a property of a long-time stochastic evolution, simulations can
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get extremely large-scaled. Additionally, quite large system sizes have to be
simulated to interpolate physical properties of the thermodynamic limit.
Alternatively numerical methods to investigate stochastic systems are rare. Re-
cently, Carlon et al. suggested a stochastic DMRG algorithm to study sta-
tionary state properties [107]. The aim of this thesis is to introduce a new
method, based on the \classical TMRG" of section 1.2, to study the dynamics
of stochastic models.
But before we step into the details of the stochastic TMRG in chapter 5, we
briefly review the theoretic background of stochastic systems, following [105].
Section 4.2 sketches the formal correspondence of quantum and stochastic mod-
els. In sec. 4.4 we introduce a general class of stochastic models, namely
reaction-diusion processes. Two particular ones, namely the branch-fusion
(BFP) and the diusion-annihilation (DAP) process, are later on investigated
within our stochastic TMRG studies.
4.2. The Master Equation and Quantum Formalism
We consider a stochastic process with many particles in d space dimensions. An
additional dimension is in a natural manner the time, thus stochastic models are
said to be of dimension d+1. In general the spatial and time degrees of freedom
can either be continuous or discrete. As our aim is to use statistical methods
to model stochastic processes, particles are considered to \live" on a discrete
lattice. Depending on discrete or continuous time we distinguish synchronous
or asynchronous dynamics.
The complete description of a stochastic model is provided by the dynamic
evolution of the probability distribution
Pt : S ! [0; 1] (4.1)
where t labels the time and S is the spatial conguration space of the lattice.
We restrict ourselves to one-dimensional stochastic chains of length L, where
each site has a certain number n of degrees of freedom, thus
S = f1; : : : ; ng⊗L : (4.2)
Consequently, Pt(s) expresses the probability of a conguration s 2 S at time
t.
To introduce a quantum style formalism for stochastic models, we interpret Pt
as a vector (or stochastic state)Pt =X
s2S
Pt(s)
s 2 RjSj+ (4.3)
where
s has been identied as an (orthogonal) basis. Pt has to be normalized
in the sense that the sum of all probabilities Pt(s) results in unity
1 =
X
s2S
Pt(s) =
〈
1
Pt =: kPtk (4.4)
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where we have introduced the vector〈
1
 =X
s2S
〈
s
 (4.5)
and a canonical norm kk. The physically reasonable\probability vectors" there-
fore are situated on the unity sphere Skk.
4.2.1. Asynchronous Dynamics
Stochastic models in continuous time evolve by asynchronous dynamics. A
transition from a conguration s to s0 occurs spontaneously with a transition
rate ws!s0. For suciently large system sizes, the dynamics (of a large class of
models) can be described by the master equation, namely
@tPt(s) =
X
s02Snfsg
(
ws0!sPt(s0)− ws!s0Pt(s)

: (4.6)
The master equation is a kind of accounting equation, where each term is a
balance of gained and loosed probability flow. Note, that the transition rates
w do not depend on time. In other words: we assume that the stochastic
process does not have any \memory" about the past, which characterizes so-
called Markov processes.
Dening a stochastic Hamiltonian〈
s0
Hs := −ws!s0 + ss0 X
s002S
ws!s00 (4.7)
the master equation can be written in the compact representation
@t
Pt = −HPt : (4.8)
Eq. (4.8) obviously has the shape of a Schro¨dinger equation in imaginary
time. So this is the point, where an analogy of stochastic and quantum models
has been established. It is important to notice, that in contrast to a quantum
Hamiltonian, H is in general not hermitian. This expresses the fact that the
stochastic model is generically a non-equilibrium process and does not fulll
the detailed balance condition.
A formal solution of the master equation is given byPt = e−tH P0 (4.9)
where P0 denotes the initial probability distribution at time t = 0. The innite
time limit t ! 1 is called the stationary limit and P1 the stationary state
of the stochastic process. Note, that
P1 may depend on the initial state P0
if the process is not ergodic. Stationarity of
P1 yields
−HP1 = @tP1 = 0 : (4.10)
As a consequence
P1 is an eigenvector of H of eigenvalue 0 and corresponds
to the ground state in a quantum picture. By the way, the corresponding
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left \ground state" eigenvector is trivially given by
〈
1
, which expresses the
normalization of
Pt〈
1
HPt = −〈1@tPt = −@t〈1Pt = −@t1 = 0 : (4.11)
Typically, the dynamics of stochastic models are investigated by (local) averages
hOi (t) =
X
s2S
O(s)Pt(s) : (4.12)
Introducing the operator O with diagonal elements O(s) =
〈
s
Os, the aver-
ages read in a vector notation
hOi (t) = 〈1OPt = 〈1O  e−tH P0 : (4.13)
By eq. (4.13) one can show that the \rst excitations" of the stochastic Hamil-
tonian H characterizes the long time asymptotics. RepresentingP0 =X

a
 (4.14)
by (complex) eigenvectors
 of H, eq. (4.13) reads
hOi (t) =
X

ae−tE
〈
1
O : (4.15)
Therefore the \energy" gap <E1 − E0 = <E1 determines the exponentially de-
caying long-time asymptotics of hOi (t). Imaginary parts =E1 lead to oscillatory
eects, which indeed are experimentally observed [108]. If the gap closes, the
stochastic system gets critical and hOi (t) crossovers to an algebraic behavior.
4.2.2. Synchronous Dynamics
In the discrete time case, the stochastic model is synchronously updated in
discrete steps t. The master equation now readsPt+t = T Pt : (4.16)
T is called stochastic transfer-matrix and is dened by〈
s0
T s = ps!s0 : (4.17)
Here, 0  ps!s0  1 are transition probabilities, not rates
ws!s0 = lim
t!0
ps!s0
t
(4.18)
like in the continuous case.
There are various kinds of synchronous update possibilities (parallel update,
sub-lattice-parallel update, etc). Research studies veried that dierent dy-
namics are not necessarily equivalent [109]. Therefore the question has extens-
ively been discussed, which dynamic is more \realistic", in particular in respect
to continuous or discrete dynamics. However, synchronous dynamics are much
easier to realize by Monte-Carlo simulations. In contrast, asynchronous dynam-
ics are favored in theoretical studies due to the Hamilton formalism.
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4.3. Non-Equilibrium Criticality and Universality Classes
One of the most challenging phenomena of stochastic systems are phase trans-
itions (especially those to absorbing phases) and criticality. Similar to equilib-
rium physics, criticality is characterized by critical exponents that describe the
algebraic decay of e.g. correlation functions, etc.
Suppose now a stochastic model, which is controlled by one parameter p only
and exhibits a critical phase transition point pc, almost like presented in g. 4.1.
In the non-critical regime correlations decay exponentially with a certain correl-
ation length, which expresses characteristic microscopic length scales. In non-
equilibrium physics, two types of correlation lengths have to be distinguished,
corresponding to a spatial ? and temporal length scale k. Their physical
meaning is nicely visualized in g. 4.2.
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Figure 4.2.: Interpretation of the correlation length, taken from [105]. Fig. (A)
and (B) depict the dynamic evolution of one seed in an active
(p > pc) and absorbing (p < pc) phase. In the absorbing phase
k and ? describe the broadening of the spreading, before the
\active particles" vanish. Contrary, in the active phase the slope of
the \light cone" is characterized by k=?. Fig. (C) and (D) refer
to the situation of a general initial state.
Close to criticality p  pc the scales ? and k diverge
?  jp− pcj−? and k  jp− pcj−k ; (4.19)
where we have introduced two critical exponents, which generically do not co-
incide ? 6= k. The quotient z = k=? is usually called dynamic exponent
and e.g. is related to the slope of the cone which evolves in g. 4.2 (B).
A typical order parameter is the local density of particles n(t), which distin-
guishes e.g. absorbing (n(1) = 0) and active phases (n(1) 6= 0). Close to
criticality, in the active regime, one nds
n(1)  (p− pc) (4.20)
where we have dened the critical exponent .
In order to complete the list of independent critical exponents we consider the
probability P(t), that a cluster grown from a single seed (cf. g. 4.2 (A) and
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(B)) remains active after t time steps. P(1) scales close to criticality by an
exponent 0
P(1)  (p − pc)0 : (4.21)
It is widely accepted that four exponents (; 0; ?; k) determine the non-
equilibrium universality classes. Exponents of other physical properties can
be obtained by scaling, which is a well known technique also in the equilibrium
case.
As an example, the asymptotic dynamic evolution of n(t) and P(t) for t!1
at criticality p = pc reads
n(t)  t− and P(t)  t− (4.22)
where the critical exponents are given by  = =k and  = 0=?.
The most prominent universality class of DP, which was already mentioned in
sec. 4.1 , has been extensively studied by various numerical and pertubative
approaches. The exponents have been calculated with high precision, which we
summarized in tab. 4.1.
crit. DP PC
exponent [110] [111]
 0.276486(8) 0.92(2)
0 0.276486(8) 0.92(2)
? 1.096854(4) 1.83(3)
k 1.733847(10) 3.22(6)
Table 4.1.: Best known results of critical exponents of the directed-percolation
(DP) and the parity-conserving (PC) class.
A fascinating property of DP is its robustness to the microscopic dynamics of
the model. This property led Janssen and Grassberger to the conjecture
that absorbing phase transitions with certain general properties (symmetry,
range of interaction, etc. ) [112, 113] generically fall into the DP class.
Critical exponents of other universality classes are much less accurately access-
ible. As an example we mention the parity-conservation (PC) [111], see tab. 4.1.
Here the best known results exhibit errors of a few percents. The problem, why
even huge MCS can not x the exponents more precisely is found in the critical
slowing-down. The crossover to algebraic behavior of e.g. the order parameter
n(t) can occur at extremely large time-scales. MCS at such scales suer from
strong fluctuations, such that a huge number of samples have to be generated.
A popular example, where MCS can not unambiguously determine the univer-
sality class, is the pair-contact process with diusion (PCPD)
2A! 3A; 2A! ;; and diusion A; $ ;A : (4.23)
A recent stochastic DMRG study of Carlon et. al [114] initiated intensive
discussions, whether the PCPD exhibits a new universality class or is just DP
[115, 116]. The problem is, that the crossover to critical behavior occurs at
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such huge time scales, that the algebraic behavior can not really be identied
in simulations.
Alternative methods apart from MCS are therefore demanded. The stochastic
TMRG presented in the chapter 5 is considerable step towards a numerical
non-simulation method for the study of stochastic models.
4.4. Reaction-Diusion Models
As already mentioned, reaction-diusion processes (RDP) originate from chem-
ical reactions of various particle species (usually denoted by letters A;B;C; : : : )
with thermal diusion.
The reactions we consider are modeled on a one-dimensional lattice with only
one particle species. Thus each site can either be empty ; or occupied A. As
a natural assumption the particles react, if they are next-neighbors. Therefore
the stochastic Hamiltonian reads
H =
X
i
hi;i+1 : (4.24)
In general, a RDP (with one particle A) can exhibit the following reactions:
diusion: A; $ ;A (with rate D)
annihilation: AA ! ;; (with rate 2)
coagulation: AA ! ;A;A; (with rate γ)
decoagulation: ;A;A; ! AA (with rate )
death: ;A;A; ! ;; (with rate )
birth: ;; ! ;A;A;; AA
(4.25)
We restrict ourselves to processes, where particles can not spontaneously be
created. Then the local stochastic interaction yields
hi;i+1 =
0
BB@
0 − − −2
0 D +  +  −D −γ
0 −D D +  +  −γ
0 − − 2(+ γ)
1
CCA : (4.26)
By dierent ways of choosing the transition rates ; ; ; γ one can generate a
variety of diusive models (D 6= 0).
Two special RDP will be of interest in the present thesis, the diffusion-an-
nihilation (DAP) and branch-fusion (BFP) process, which we explicate in the
following sections.
4.4.1. The Diusion-Annihilation Process
The diusion-annihilation process (DAP)
2D = ;  = γ =  = 0 (4.27)
is an example of an exactly solvable model. The concept of the solution is
to map the DAP onto an XY Heisenberg chain in magnetic eld [117]. Both
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models are connected by the same quantum group SU(1j1) symmetry, which
facilitates to transfer the Bethe ansatz solution of the XY chain.
In the framework of developing a TMRG algorithm for stochastic models the
DAP is an ideal model for checking numerical by exact data. The dynamical
evolution of the density of particles A is given by the simple expression
n(t) =
1
2
(I0(4Dt) + I1(4Dt)) e−4Dt : (4.28)
I0 and I1 denote the conventional modied Bessel functions
In =
X
k
(
x
2
n+2k−2
k! Γ(n + k)
where Γ(x) =
Z 1
0
e−ttx−1dt : (4.29)
The asymptotic decay of the density n(t) reduces to be a power law decay
n(t)  t−1=2 (4.30)
with a critical exponent  = 1=2. Thus, the DAP is critical for any diusion
constants D. Phase transitions do not occur. Actually we notice that there is
a remarkable experimental realization, which veries the critical exponent 1=2
by the kinetics of laser induced excitons in tetramethylammonium manganese
trichloride [118].
4.4.2. The Branch-Fusion Process
The branch-fusion process (BFP)
D = 2 = γ =  =: 1− p;  =: p (4.31)
is a simple one parameter model, that exhibits a non-equilibrium phase trans-
ition from an active to an absorbing phase. The BFP is not exactly solvable,
but Monte-Carlo simulations [119, 120] and stochastic DMRG computations
[107] are available.
The dynamics of the BFP principally coincide with the schematic plots of
g. 4.1. For p < pc the BFP exhibits an absorbing phase, where the stationary
state is given by
P1 = ;;    ;. An active phase n(t) 6= 0 with non-trivialP1 occurs for p > pc. The transition point
pc  0:84036(1) (4.32)
has been calculated e.g. by DMRG [107] and falls into the DP universality class.
Both models, the DAP and the BFP, are studied in the chapter 6 in the frame-
work of the newly introduced stochastic light-cone TMRG algorithm.
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As shown in the last section, quantum and stochastic systems exhibit a close
formal analogy, which has been used to transfer various methods (Bethe an-
satz, matrix product ansatz, stochastic DMRG, etc.) from equilibrium to non-
equilibrium physics. Thus it seems quite natural to apply the TMRG algorithm
also to stochastic systems.
But a lot of signicant dierences appear by looking at the details. To dier
between the quantum and stochastic case, the TMRG we describe in this section
is called stochastic TMRG. This method was rst used in [31, 121] as a feasibility
study, applied to the Domany-Kinzel cellular automaton. It was shown, that
the TMRG allows precise estimates of phase boundaries and critical exponents
of a discrete time model. Following works of Enss and Schollwo¨ck [122, 123]
investigated theoretic properties of the stochastic transfer-matrix, focussing on
the choice of an adequate density-matrix.
In this section we describe in detail the basic ideas of the stochastic TMRG
according to [31, 121, 122, 123]. But even though the stochastic TMRG seems
to be a promising new method at rst glance, we will discuss why inherent
numerical problems limit its practical use.
5.1. The Stochastic TMRG Algorithm
We focus now on a stochastic TMRG algorithm for continuous time models.
An adaption to discrete time is straight forward [31, 121]. Our starting point
is the calculation of the local density (see eq. (4.13))
n(t) =
〈
1
n  e−tH P0 : (5.1)
We assume that the stochastic Hamiltonian H consists of NN interactions only
H =
X
i
hi;i+1 (5.2)
and consider the (thermodynamic) limit L!1 of the stochastic chain.
In analogy to the quantum case presented in chap. 1, rst a Trotter-Suzuki
decomposition of the time evolution operator e−tH is performed. Thereby, the
1D stochastic chain is mapped onto a 2D model of classical spins, which is shown
in gure 5.1. The spatial dimension L of the stochastic process is expanded by a
virtual Trotter dimensionM = t=t. M thus corresponds to the time direction,
which is split up into discrete time steps t.
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t
M = 1
M = 2
M = 3 n
space
P0
time
〈
1

Figure 5.1.: Trotter-Suzuki decomposition of 3t time steps. The resulting 2D
lattice consists of local plaquette interactions  and is innitely
extended in space direction. The dimension of the time direction
is nite and the boundary conditions are xed by
〈
1
 and P0.
The plaquette interactions of the lattice are given by
()l1l2r1r2 =
〈
l2r2
e−thl1r1 =
l1 r1
l2 r2
with li; ri 2 f1 : : : ng ; (5.3)
where n (see sec. 4.2) labels the number of local states. The pictorial repres-
entation in (5.3) is chosen dierently from eq. (1.32), which alludes to the fact,
that hi;i+1 is not hermition. The plaquettes physically describe the transition
propabilities of two sites in a (discrete) time step t. Strictly speaking, the 2D
lattice is only an approximation of the 1D continuous time model, because the
Trotter-Suzuki decomposition discretizes time. But like in eq. (1.25) the error
made enters of the order O(t2) into the computation of n(t). Thus, t has
to be chosen suciently small (e.g. t = 0:05).
As an important dierence to the quantum case the classical lattice has xed, not
periodical boundary conditions in Trotter direction, determined by the vectors〈
1
 and P0. The initial vector P0 is assumed to have a \local" structureP0 = p1⊗ p2⊗    ⊗ pL (5.4)
where
pi is the probability distribution of one site. Typically we choose
pi = 1
n
nX
s=1
s (5.5)
which generates an unbiased distribution
P0, i.e. each local state has the same
probability. The vector
〈
1
 has the local structure
〈
1
 = 〈11⊗ 〈12⊗    ⊗ 〈1L ; with 〈1i = nX
s=1
〈
s
 : (5.6)
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Due to eq. (5.5) and (5.6) the boundary sites are simply summed out, where
the summation induced by
P0 corresponds to a weighted sum.
In order to solve the 2D classical model we use again a transfer matrix approach.
The transfer-matrices TM and TM (A) used in the quantum case (sec. 1.2) have
to be modied by the xed boundary conditions, e.g.
(TM )
l1:::l2M−1
r1:::r2M−1 =
X
r0l2M m0:::m2M
pm0 pr0
MY
k=1
()l2k−1m2k−1l2km2k ()
m2k−2r2k−2
m2k−1r2k−1 ; (5.7)
where pi =
〈
i
p. As an example, the transfer-matrices of M = 3 (cf. gure
5.1) have the shape
TM =
P0
r2

...
...
r2M−1
...
r1
l2M−1
...
l2
l1
and TM (A) =
l1
l2
...
l2M−1
r1
r2M−1
...
...
...
r2
 
P0
A
: (5.8)
The bullets represent the indices r1 : : : r2M−1 and l1 : : : l2M−1 of the right and
left vector space of TM . Note, that the indices marked by the shaded bullets
are summed out according to the boundary conditions given by
〈
1
 and P0.
Thereby, the local density n(t) in the thermodynamic limit L ! 1 can be
calculated by
n(t) =
〈
L0
TM (n)R0  : (5.9)R0  and 〈L0  are the left and right eigenvector of the leading eigenvalue 0 of
TM . Compared to (1.49) 0 does not appear in (5.9), because it can be shown
that 0 = 1, cf. section 5.2.
The computation of n(t) for an arbitrary time t = M  t necessitates an
increasement of the Trotter number M . This can be done numerically by a
TMRG algorithm, but compared to the quantum case in sec. 1.2 a number of
modications are necessary:
1. The rst dierence appears due to the open boundary conditions in Trot-
ter direction. But this is rather an advantage than a disadvantage. The
dimensions of the system and environment block S and E are reduced, as
no indices at the edges of TM are necessary. These were necessary in the
quantum case to periodically close the transfer-matrix.
2. A disadvantage is the lack of symmetry of the local plaquettes  . As an
eect, the environment E can generically not be constructed from the sys-
tem block. Additionally, stochastic models do rarely show local conserva-
tion laws. All these technical details decrease drastically the computation
time of the algorithm.
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3. A crucial dierence is found in the density-matrix projection. The asym-
metric density-matrix, used in the quantum case, turns out to be com-
pletely useless in the stochastic case. This rst empirical observation in
[31, 121] can be explained analytically. As we show in the next section,
the asymmetric density-matrix reduces in the stochastic case to a pure
projector. Such a projector neglects correlations of the model, which is
undesired in a DMRG algorithm. A better choice for stochastic models is
the symmetrized version
 = tr0
(L0 〈L0 + R0 〈R0  : (5.10)
5.2. Properties of the Stochastic Transfer-Matrix
Even if the stochastic TMRG method looks closely similar to the quantum case,
various properties of the stochastic transfer-matrix are dierent. The key idea is
that correlation lengths in the 2D lattice are limited by a causality mechanism,
which we describe now in detail.
The local stochastic transfer-matrix  obeys probability conservation, i.e. the
probability of ending up in any state is unity. As an eect,  trivializes by
summing out the \future" indices
8l1; r1 :
X
l2r2
()l1l2r1r2 = 1; =
l1 r1
l2
r1l1
r2
: (5.11)
Equation (5.11) shows an additional pictorial illustration of the \trivialization
mechanism" which we use later on for visualizing the mathematical structure
of the 2D lattice.
We will show next that the the property (5.11) already determines the spectrum
of the stochastic transfer-matrix TM . For the proof we rst deduce
trTM = 1 (5.12)
and
8k  2M − 1 : T 2M−1M =
R0 〈L0  = T kM ; (5.13)
i.e. that suciently large powers of TM reduce to an outer product of left and
right eigenvectors of 0. This is an important dierence to quantum TMRG,
where only the limit k !1 shows a similar property. For simplicity, the proofs
are given exemplarily for particular Trotter numbers M in a pictorial way. A
generalization to arbitrary M can be done analogously.
Figure 5.2 demonstrates that performing the trace of TM is equivalent to TM
being rolled up on a cylinder. Hence, using (5.11) all plaquette interactions
trivialise and therefore trTM = 1.
Figure 5.3 visualizes for the case M = 2 the lattice structure of powers of
transfer-matrices T 1M , T
2
M , T
3
M and T
4
M . It is shown step by step that a num-
ber of plaquettes trivialize due to (5.11). The corresponding lattice decouples
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1= = =trTM =

Figure 5.2.: Performing the trace of the transfer-matrix connects left and right
indices. Thereby, TM is rolled up on a cylinder and all local
plaquettes trivialize. Thus, trTM = 1.


L0



R0

T 4MT
3
MT
2
MT
1
M
        
Figure 5.3.: By multiplying transfer-matrices a number of plaquettes decouple
due to the trivialisation process. T 2M−1M is shown to decompose
into two separate parts, which are identied with the left and right
leading eigenvectors
R0  and 〈L0  of TM .
completely into two separate parts for T 3M , which are not connected by any non-
trivial plaquette. The lattice formed by any higher powers of TM corresponds
to the case T 3M , because only the number of trivial plaquettes is increased.
We now explicitly construct two vectors to prove (5.13) (here shown for the
case M = 2)
R0 l1;:::;l2M−1 =
(dummy index)


l2M−1
.
..
l1
〈
L0
r1;:::;r2M−1 =



r2M−1
...
r1
: (5.14)
The index l2M−1 is used as a dummy index, because it is not connected by any
plaquette. Using the denition (5.14) and gure 5.3 we have shown that large
powers of TM indeed reduce to an outer product
R0 〈L0 .
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Furthermore, one can easily show that
R0  and 〈L0  are right and left eigen-
vectors of TM with eigenvalue 0 = 1, cf. gure 5.4.
==






R0

trivialize

R0

T
Figure 5.4.: Pictorial proof, that
R0  is indeed the right eigenvector of TM ,
belonging to the eigenvalue 0 = 1. Analoguously one can show
straightforward that
〈
L0
 is the corresponding left eigenvector.
As a consequence, equation (5.12) and (5.13) already determine the whole spec-
trum of TM . The property T kM = T
2M−1
M for all k  2M−1 implies 2M−1i = ki
for all eigenvalues i. Hence, i either vanishes or is unity. We have already
shown, that 0 = 1 is an eigenvalue of TM . Due to (5.12) all other eigenvalues
i (i > 0) must vanish, thus the complete spectrum reads
Spec(TM ) = f1; 0; 0; 0    ; 0g : (5.15)
0 = 1 is therefore the leading eigenvalue and its eigenspace is not degenerate.
The degenerate shape of the other eigenvalues of TM can be understood phys-
ically in terms of two-point correlations in the stochastic model. Consider e.g.
the density correlation function (cf. eq. (1.51) with 0 = 1)〈
n0nr

=
〈
L0
TM (n)T r=2−1M TM (n)R0  : (5.16)
Eq. (5.16) is visualized in g. 5.5. The trivialization process veries that the


 
 



 
TM (n) TM (n)T
r=2−1
M
nn
Figure 5.5.: The gure proves in a pictorial way that correlations hn0nri resolve
into separate parts, which correspond to hn0i hnri.
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the lattice site 0 at the time step t = Mt is completely uncorrelated with r〈
n0nr

=
〈
n0
〈
nr

; (5.17)
if they are suciently far away from each other r  2M − 1. The correlation
length therefore is zero. Referring to eq. (1.51) which connects the spectrum of
the TM with its eigenvalues
 = − 2ln jj (5.18)
either implicates  = 0 ( 6= 0).
5.3. The Choice of the Density-Matrix
The properties of the stochastic transfer-matrix discussed in the previous section
give rise to the choice of the density-matrix.
We rst consider the asymmetric density-matrix as also used in the quantum
TMRG case
 = tre
R0 〈L0  : (5.19)
We exemplify by means of the special case M = 2, why  reduces to a projector.
In g. 5.6 left and right eigenvector
L0 M=2 and R0 M=2 are pictorially rep-
==
〈
L0

M=2
 



R0 M=1 〈L0 M=1trivializeR0 M=2
Figure 5.6.: The density-matrix for M = 2 is shown, which reduces due to the
trivialisation process to a pure projector
resented, (see eq. (5.13)). The partial trace sums out the environmental indices.
Due to the trivialization process of eq. (5.11), one nds that
tre
(R0 M〈L0 M = R0 M−1〈L0 M−1 : (5.20)
Interpreting the latter result physically, the states of the system block are com-
pletely uncorrelated with the environment block. A simple physical argument is
that the environment block represents something like the \future" of the system
block. Therefore, information of the environment does not influence the \past"
of the system part.
However, such behavior spoils severely the concept of a density-matrix renor-
malisation. It is not predictable, which states of the system block are relevant
for the enlargement procedure.
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The alternative choice of the symmetrised density-matrix in eq. (5.10) has a
dierent projecting eect. Here, a simultanious right and left renormalisation
basis for
L=R0  is constructed, since the functional
S(
~R0 ) + S(~L0 ) = wwwR0 − ~R0 www+wwwL0 − ~L0 www : (5.21)
is minimized, following the notation of sec. 1.1.2. Numerical results conrm that
this choice of  works ne at least for some TMRG steps, which is demonstrated
in the next section. Nevertheless the question remains, why the left and right
projection basis has to be mixed.
An ad hoc explanation was given by Enss and Schollwo¨ck [122], which aims
at the structure of
L=R0 . We specify their arguments by considering the
renormalization step from M = 2 to M = 3:
R0 M=2 R0 M=3





〈
L0

M=2



They argued that the enlarged vector
R0 M=3 is not adequately represented by
a renormalisation basis coming from
R0 M=2. In R0 M=2 the even bonds are
connected (correlated) by a plaquettes which changes in
R0 M=3 to odd bonds.
Enss and Schollwo¨ck concluded that it is necessary to mix a renormalisation
basis coming from
〈
R0

M=2
, which better suites to the structure of
R0 M=3.
Vice versa, a renormalisation basis for
〈
L0

M=3
should involve
〈
L0

M=2
.
This at least explains, why the choice of a symmetric density-matrix is better
than the asymmetric one. Nevertheless, we think that the arguments of more
or less correlated bonds do not really prove that (5.10) induces an optimal
renormalisation basis.
5.4. Applications
In this section we present TMRG results and interpretations, taken from [123,
122]. Fig. 5.7 presents TMRG data for the diusion-annihilation process (see
sec. 4.4.1), which is compared to exact data, calculated by eq. (4.28). The
exact result is well reproduced up to M  100 Trotter steps. The relative
error is shown in the inset of g. 5.7. It is interesting that data obtained by
the asymmetric density-matrix is physically completely dierent. Enss and
Schollwo¨ck found out that here the density decays like n(t)  t−1, which is
exactly the mean eld result.
In the simplest mean eld approximation is the rate of reaction is proportional
to the product of the concentration of reacting particles [105]. This approach
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Figure 5.7.: TMRG results for the DAP forD =  = 0:5 and t = 1, taken from
[122]. The data is compared to exact results (), which is shown in
the inset. Additionally, TMRG data using the asymmetric DM is
plotted by the dashed line.
assumes the homogeneity of the propability distribution, which is induces by a
strong diusion. In the case of the DAP the mean eld equation reads
@tn = −2n2(t) ; (5.22)
yielding a solution
n(t) =
n(0)
1 + 2n(0)t
 t−1 : (5.23)
This gives rise to the fact that the asymmetric density-matrix destroys import-
ant correlations and simply produces a mean eld result.
Nevertheless, it is a crucial question, why the stochastic TMRG breaks down
after M  100 Trotter steps. Computations of various models, such as compu-
tations of the Domany-Kinzel cellular automaton in [121] or the branch-fusion
process in [122], show the same behaviour. Enss and Schollwo¨ck experi-
mented with several numerical tricks to increase the precision. It seems that a
great problem of the stochastic TMRG is found in the bad conditioned numer-
ics. Just in order to give an impression of what happens, a typical situation of
the minimal and maximal matrix element of the stochastic transfer-matrix TM
are plotted in g. 5.8. The bandwidth of these extremal numbers increases ex-
ponentially by each Trotter step. This is a typical situation, where the floating
point arithmetic of a computer numerically collapses.
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Figure 5.8.: Typical numerical evolution of the (absolute) extremal matrix ele-
ments of the stochastic transfer-matrix TM . The maximal and min-
imal values exhibit an exponentially growing gap, showing that the
transfer-matrix is very bad conditioned.
Therefore, research was stopped in that eld, because it was not possible to
overcome the inherent numerical problems in the stochastic TMRG. The ques-
tion arises, whether the numerical instabilities are a pure technical problem or
trace back to physical reasons of a wrong choice of TM or the density-matrix.
We solved the problem by proposing a completely new variant of the algorithm
that is presented in the next section.
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6.1. Introduction
As shown in the last section, the stochastic TMRG algorithm suers from in-
herent numerical problems with physical origin. Therefore, possibilities of al-
ternative approaches were evaluated, motivated by the physical properties of
the stochastic transfer-matrix discussed in sec. 5.2.
One of the most important results of the theoretic studies of stochastic transfer-
matrices is the computation of local averages, e.g. the local density n(t). The
decoupling process can be used to introduce a new method of calculating n(t).





T (n)

n
 (a) (b)
R0 〈L0 initial state
P0
n
time
space



Figure 6.1.: (a) Trotter-Suzuki decomposition of n(t) =
〈
0
n e−tHP0 for M =
2. The 2D lattice is innitely extended in space and nite in time
direction. (b) Reduction of the 2D lattice to a triangle structure
due to the trivialization mechanism (5.11). Note, that the lattice
structure corresponds to the calculation of n(t) =
〈
L0
T (n)R0 .
Figure 6.1 depicts the 2D classical lattice which evolves from the Trotter-Suzuki
decomposition (here shown for M = 2). Using the trivialization mechanism of
(5.11) the innite lattice can be reduced to a nite triangle one. The pictorial
representation in (5.8) and (5.14) veries that the weight of the triangle lattice
corresponds to the matrix element
〈
L0
T (n)R0  (see also (5.1)). Physically,
the decoupling process can be explained by a causality argument: only the
\past" light-cone of plaquette interactions can influence the site where the local
average is measured.
The observation that a nite dimensional lattice is sucient for the purpose of
computing local averages raises the question, if the TMRG algorithm of chapter
5 is an appropriate numerical approach to stochastic systems.
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The main advantage of the TMRG is that the thermodynamic limit of the
space dimension is performed exactly, cf. sec. 1.2.1. But as most parts of the
lattice in g. 6.1 trivialize, only a nite triangle lattice remains. For such nite
lattices much more powerful and stable numerical methods are known, such as
the corner-transfer-matrix DMRG (CTMRG) algorithm, which was introduced
by Nishino and Okunishi in 1996 [22, 23].
Therefore, we have developed a completely new approach using a CTMRG based
algorithm [124], which particularly ts onto the specic temporal characteristics
of stochastic models. We refer to the newly proposed algorithm as stochastic
light-cone CMTRG (LCTMRG). As suggested by its name, the LCTMRG com-
bines ideas of the the stochastic TMRG and CTMRG algorithms, adjusted by
the causality argument of the \light-cone decoupling" described above. Applic-
ations to two stochastic models (cf. section 6.6) display impressively that the
LCTMRG is a considerable improvement of the stochastic TMRG with respect
to numerical stability and performance.
We briefly recapitulate the basic concepts of the \classical" CTMRG algorithm
in sec. 6.2, following [22, 23], before we present the LCTMRG method in sec. 6.3.
6.2. The Traditional CTMRG Algorithm
Similar to the TMRG algorithm, the CTMRG method is used to calculate
physical properties of two-dimensional classical systems. As an example we
consider a square lattice (see g. 6.2) with classical spins on each site, e.g. the
2D Ising model.
w
L
L
Figure 6.2.: Classical Ising lattice with dimension 2L2L. The bonds represent
local interactions between neighboring sites. Classical spins are
situated on the sites. The shades sites are summed out to establish
open boundary conditions.
In the TMRG algorithm, transfer-matrices TM were used, such that the solution
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of the (classical) partition function
Z =
X
fsg
Y
hi;j;k;li
w
sisj
sksl (6.1)
transforms into an eigenvalue problem of TM . In eq. (6.1) w
sisj
sksl label Boltz-
mann weights, which eect only neigboring sites hi; j; k; li.
The philosophy of the CTMRG algorithm is quite dierent. The lattice is rst
decomposed (see g. 6.2) into four so-called corner-transfer-matrices (CTMs)
(CN )n
0
n =
...
sL
s0Ls
0
1 s
0
2      
s1
s2
...
n0
n (6.2)
The indices of the cuts are summarized to block indices n = s1 ⊗    ⊗ sL and
n0 = s01 ⊗    ⊗ s0L. Note, that by denition sL and s0L are the same, thus
(CL)n
0
n = 0 for sL 6= s0L. We have dened only one CTM, because the Ising
model is isotrop and all CTMs coincide. Note, that the denition of CTMs was
already done by Baxter [125] in the framework of analytical calculations.
In a DMRG-like manner the CTMs represent the \system block" of the model,
which has to be enlarged and numerically renormalized. This is done by adding
column and row transfer-matrices
(TL)n
0
n =
   sL
   s0L
s1 s2   
s01 s02   
n0
n
(6.3)
to each cut of the CTM, which explicitly reads
(CL+1)~n
0
~n =
X
n000n00
s0L+1sL+1w
s00Ls
0
L
sLsL+1
(TL)n
0
n000 (CL)
n000
n00 (TL)
n00
n : (6.4)
Similar to n the indices n0; n00; n000 label the block spin of L classical spins, ~n
and ~n0 those of L + 1 spins. Analogously, the transfer-matrices are enlarged
TL ! TL+1. The enlargement procedure is visualized in g. 6.3.
The density-matrix to reduce the enlarged L + 1 spin CTMs is given by the
forth power of the CTMs
~n
0000~n =
X
~n000~n00~n0
(CL+1)~n
0000
~n000 (CL+1)
~n000
~n00 (CL+1)
~n00
~n0 (CL+1)
~n0
~n ; (6.5)
which is depicted in g. 6.4. The indices ~n; ~n0; ~n00; ~n000 and ~n0000 label again block
spins of L+ 1 spins. Pictorially speaking, the square lattice has partially been
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~n
~n0
TLTL
TL w
~n~n0
CL
w
Figure 6.3.: Enlargement of the CTM CL ! CL+1 and TM TL ! TL+1. The
indices ~n; ~n0 are block spins of L+ 1 sites.
cut to construct the density-matrix.
It is important to notice that the density-matrix dened here corresponds to
that of the TMRG algorithm. Two CTMs approximate the leading eigenvector0
(0)~n~n00 =
X
~n0
(CL+1)~n~n0(CL+1)
~n0
~n00 : (6.6)
(Note, that left and right eigenvectors have not to be distinguished here due to
the symmetry). Consequently, the DM can also be written as
~n
0
~n =
X
~n00
(0)~n0~n00(0)~n~n00 : (6.7)
The leading eigenvector
0 is approximated by the CTMs, because they can
be viewed as a number of stacked transfer-matrices. According to eq. (1.71)
suciently large powers of TL project onto the leading eigenvector.
Like in the traditional DMRG algorithm, the DM can now be used to reduce
the vector space of the CTMs CL+1 ! ~CL+1 and TMs TL+1 ! ~TL+1. The
procedure continues iteratively to increase the eective size of the CTMs and
TMs, whereas the absolute dimension is xed by the number of retained DMRG
states.
The CTMRG has successfully been applied to various classical models [126,
127]. We nally mention that in principle expansions of the method to higher
dimensional models are possible [128].
6.3. The Concept of the LCTMRG
We now construct the LCTMRG algorithm, which is a variant of the CTMRG
algorithm presented in the last section, applied to the triangle structure of the
2D lattice (see also g. 6.1). Exemplarily, we consider the case M = 3 to
illustrate the concept of the new algorithm. As shown in gure 6.5, four cuts
are set to separate the triangle lattice into four parts, similar as in the CTMRG
algorithm. These cuts are somewhat native to our model, because they form
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~n000 ~n0
~n0000 ~n
~n00
CL+1 CL+1
CL+1CL+1
〈
0
 0
Figure 6.4.: Construction of the (reduced) density-matrix  by the forth power
of the corner transfer-matrix CL+1.
corner transfer matrices
(a) (b)
Cu
Cl Cr
Cd
Figure 6.5.: Construction of corner-transfer-matrices. (a) The lattice is split
into four parts. (b) Schematic plot of the corner-transfer-matrices
Cu; Cd; Cl, and Cr evolving from (a).
the boundaries of the \future" and \past light cone" of the center point of the
triangle.
The four parts
(Cl)
ns
ns
=
ns
ns
; (Cr)
ns
ns
=
ns
ns
(6.8)
(Cd)
ns
ns
= nsns ; (Cu)nsns =
ns ns
(6.9)
are consequently interpreted as corner transfer-matrices (CTM), where the in-
dices ns and ns label the block-spins of each cut.
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We next show how these CTMs can be treated within a CTMRG algorithm.
However, a number of modications are necessary to adapt the \traditional"
CTMRG to the light cone of plaquettes. Note, that as an important dierence to
sec. 6.2, the classical lattice of the stochastic case is in general not homogeneous.
In the last section it was shown that in a CTMRG algorithm the CTMs are
enlarged sequentially by adding transfer-matrices (TMs) to each cut. We rst
dene these TMs in a pictorial way
(Tld)
nss
nss
= ns
ns
s s
; (Trd)
nss
nss
=
ns
s s
ns (6.10)
(Tlu)
ns
nss
=
ns
ns
s
; (Tru)
ns
nss
=
ns
ns
s
: (6.11)
The bullets represent single-spin sites s; s and the spins ns; ns marked with bars
will become renormalized block spins in the DMRG algorithm. Exemplarily,
(6.10) and (6.11) show TMs which are used to enlarge the triangle lattice of
gure 6.5 (a).
Figure 6.6 demonstrates graphically how the TMs are used to enlarge the CTMs,
whereby CTMs and TMs are \jointed" by summing out the adjacent indices
(similar to eq. (6.4)). Due to the exotic geometry of the lattice we have to dis-
tinguish between an \upper" and \lower" extension step, depending on whether
Cu or Cd should be enlarged. In our LCTMRG algorithm both extension steps
Cu Cu
Tlu
Cl
Tlu
CdCd
Tlu
Tlu
Tld Trd
Tru
Tru
Cr
Tru
Tld Trd
Cr
Tru
(a) (b)
Cl


Figure 6.6.: Extension of the CTMs by adding diagonal TMs. In (a) the lower
part of the triangle is enlarged whereas in (b) the extension is per-
formed to the upper part. In the LCTMRG algorithm the upper
and lower extensions are done alternately, so that all CTMs grow
step by step.
are implemented alternately. That way all CTMs grow step by step with the
crossing point of the cuts always situated in the eective center of the triangle.
After each extension step the CTMs have to be renormalized by a density-matrix
projection, cf. section 6.4.
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The local density n(t) can be obtained using Cd; Tld and Trd:
n(t) =
Cd
Tld Trd
n
 

 
(6.12)
It is important that n(t) has to be computed in the center of the triangle lattice.
Here, influences of boundary eects are expected to be smallest. In terms of
a DMRG algorithm, the CTMs Cl, Cr and Cu act as an \environment" of the
\system"Cd. As a technical remark, the summation of the boundaries in (6.12)
is realized by storing the vector
1 of all possible congurations explicitly and
multiplying it in (6.12) to the left and right hand side. Note, that
1 has to be
renormalized as well.
6.4. The Choice of the Density-Matrix
The key problem is to nd a reasonable density-matrix projection for the renor-
malization of the CTMs after each extension step. We exemplify the construc-
tion of the density-matrix by looking at gure 6.6 (a). Here, one block-spin
and two spins of Cd; Cl and Cr have to be renormalized into one block-spin.
The construction of the optimal density-matrix projection is now discussed in
detail.
First, we dene four vectors:
( RR)
ns
ns;s1;s2 =
ns
s1
s2
ns
( RL )
ns
ns;s1;s2 =
s2
s1
ns
ns
(6.13)
( LR)
ns
ns;s1;s2 =
ns
ns
s2
s1
( LL)
ns
ns;s1;s2 =
s1
s2
ns
ns
(6.14)
The block spin ns belongs to the environment, s1; s2 and ns to the system block.
Note that these vectors approximate the left and right eigenvector of the leading
eigenvalue of diagonal TMs
TR = and TL = (6.15)
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which have a dierent shape compared to the stochastic TMs used in the
stochastic TMRG, cf. sec. 5. As  xR and  
x
L (x = L;R) have not to be com-
puted by any expensive diagonalization routine like in TMRG, the LCTMRG
algorithm is much faster.
 xR and  
x
L are used to construct a reduced density-matrix for each of the two
cuts. The generic choice would be a symmetric density-matrix
[1]x = trns
( xL〈 xL+  xR〈 xR (6.16)
which was also used in section 5. Here trns denotes the partial trace over ns.

[1]
x produces a reduced system block basis which optimally approximates  xL
and  xR [107]. However, one can easily proof that  
x
R is trivially given by
( xR)
ns
ns;s1;s2 = 1 for all ns; s1; s2; ns ; (6.17)
which follows directly from the trivialization process (5.11). Obviously  xR is
not very useful for constructing a density-matrix, because
trns
 R〈 R = 1s〈1s with (1s)ns;s1;s2 = 1 (6.18)
reduces to a trivial projector which does not correlate system and environment
block, see also sec. 5.3. Hence, we omitted  xR and tested the density-matrix
[2]x = trns
 xL〈 xL (6.19)
which led to much better results (cf. section 6.6). An asymmetric choice
[3]x = trns
 xR〈 xL (6.20)
of the density-matrix performs worst. As〈
n0s; s
0
1; s
0
2
[3]x ns; s1; s2 =X
ns
( xL)
ns
ns;s1;s2
(6.21)
is independent of n0s; s01; s
0
2, the density-matrix 
[3]
x has rank one and represents
a pure projector.
A physical explanation for the choice of [2]x can be given in terms of the light-
cone picture of section 5.2. The trivial vector
 xR is a superposition of all
feasible states which means that at each cut no further information about the
\future" is available. Not surprisingly, the system and environmental part of the
cut are uncorrelated, which is expressed by a trivial density-matrix projection
of trns
 xR〈 xR. Only the physics of the past, the information of which is
carried by
 xL, correlate system and environment indices.
6.5. Some Technical Aspects
We briefly discuss some implementation details of the LCTMRG algorithm.
The rst TMRG step should start with the following conguration
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Cd
Cu
Cl Cr
Tld Trd
Tlu Tru
of transfer-matrices. This corresponds to the time t = 1:5  t and is the
simplest construction of initial CTMs and TMs. The rst extension steps (cf.
gure 6.6) are performed without renormalization until the dimension of the
CTMs exceeds the number m of DMRG states.
As the transfer-matrix Cu is only used for the construction of  xR, which is
not needed for computing [2]x , Cu can be omitted completely. If additionally
the local Hamiltonian hi;i+1 is parity invariant, i.e. hi;i+1 = hi+1;i, the local
transfer-matrix  becomes symmetric. Hence, only the CTMs Cl; Cd and TMs
Tld; Tlu have to be stored. Cr; Trd and Tru can be reconstructed by mirroring
Cl; Tld and Tlu.
In order to avoid floating point overflows of the algorithm, it is recommended
to rescale all CTMs and TMs
Cx ! CxkCxk ; Tx !
Tx
kTxk (6.22)
where kk is some norm. Note, that these rescaling factors have to be considered
in the computation of n(t).
All computations, which are shown in the next section, were done on Sun Work-
stations (Ultra Sparc III, 900 MHz). Compared to the old stochastic TMRG
the LCTMRG algorithm is tremendously more ecient. Furthermore, as most
parts of the program consist of matrix multiplications of CTMs and TMs, the
LCTMRG algorithm can easily be parallelized. The CPU time needed for one
Trotter step ranges from a few milliseconds for m = 32 states up to a couple of
seconds for m = 400 states. The consumption of computer memory is modest
as well, e.g. 10 MB for m = 32 up to 200 MB for m = 400.
6.6. Applications
We applied the LCTMRG algorithm to the diusion-annihilation (DAP) and
branch-fusion (BFP) process, which were introduced in sec. 4.4.1 and sec. 4.4.2.
The motivation of these choices is:
 The DAP is an exactly solvable, but non-trivial (i.e. not solvable by a
mean-eld approach) reaction-diusion model.
 The BFP is a simple model, which exhibits a phase transition from an
active into an absorbing phase. The critical point belongs to the DP
universality class, where highly precise estimates of the critical exponents
are available (see tab. 4.1).
Therefore, we have reliable reference data to judge about the precision of the
LCTMRG results.
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6.6.1. LCTMRG Results for the Diusion-Annihilation Process
Figure 6.7 compares LCTMRG calculations with exact data for D = 0:05,
keeping various numbers of DMRG states m. Up to more than M  105
Trotter steps we obtain highly precise data with a deviation of less than 10−5
from the exact results. The inset of g. 6.7 plots the LCTMRG data in a
double-logarithmic plot, which shows that n(t) falls of algebraically.
The high number of Trotter steps M is a considerable improvement to the old
stochastic TMRG algorithm [121, 122] by at least three orders (see also g. 5.7).
Even though the DAP is critical, we observe an extremely stable convergence
of the LCTMRG algorithm.
Figure 6.8 plots numerical data for dierent density-matrices [1] and [2], cf.
sec. 6.4. In all our calculations we observe highly instable numerics, if the \con-
ventional"density-matrix [1] is used. In the example of g. 6.8 the convergence
of the algorithm breaks down after M  102 Trotter steps, while M  105 is
possible for [2]. Thus the arguments given in sec. 6.4 can be conrmed numer-
ically: [1] is not an adequate density-matrix for the stochastic LCTMRG.
6.6.2. LCTMRG Results of the Branch-Fusion Process
In this section we focus on the critical phase transition of the BFP at pc =
0:84036(1) [107]. Figure 6.9 compares numerical data computed by the LCT-
MRG algorithm with conventional Monte-Carlo simulations.
For p suciently far away from criticality, we observe a convergence up to
more than 104 Trotter steps. In the vicinity of the critical point p  pc the
convergence becomes worse. Nevertheless, we want to determine the critical
exponent  (see tab. 4.1), which should correspond to the value of the DP
universality class.
Figure 6.10 plots the logarithmic derivative
L(t) = log n(t+ t)− log n(t)
log t
(6.23)
at the critical point p  pc for m = 400 states. If the decay of n(t) is algebra-
ically, L(t ! 1) converges and determines the critical exponent . It is even
well known, that logarithmic derivatives are very sensitive to numerical errors,
such that L(t) is a good indicator for stable or instable numerics.
Up to more than 103 Trotter steps the numerics in g. 6.10 are extremely precise
and one can verify that n(t) switches to an algebraic behavior. It is also possible
to determine the critical exponent  by extrapolating L(t ! 1), cf. inset of
g. 6.10. Thereby, we were able to compute  up to a precision of less than
0.1%:
  0:1600(5) (literature lit = 0:159464(5), cf. tab. 4.1.) (6.24)
The question arises why the convergence of the LCTMRG at p  pc is two orders
less than in the DAP process, yet both models behave critical. We checked
various numerical aspects to determine the origin of the worse convergence.
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Figure 6.7.: The gure compares exact data for the DAP with LCTMRG com-
putations by showing the absolute error  = jnLCTMRG(t)−nexact(t)j
for D = 0:05, keeping m = 32; 64; 100 states. The inset plots LCT-
MRG data for D = 0:05 and m = 100 in a double-logarithmic plot
and shows the algebraic decay.
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Figure 6.8.: The gure depicts LCTMRG data for D = 0:5, m = 32 by us-
ing dierent density matrices [1] and [2], showing that [1] causes
numerical instabilities.
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Figure 6.9.: The gure shows the dynamic evolution of the order parameter n(t)
of the BFP for p = 0:9 : : : 0:8 (in steps of 0:01) keeping m = 200
states. For comparison Monte-Carlo simulations () are plotted.
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Figure 6.10.: The gure plots the logarithmic derivative L(t) which converges
to the critical exponent . The literature value is plotted by a
dashed line. The inset shows L(1=t) which is used to interpolate
the critical exponent .
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In the BFP it is conspicuous that the quality of the results at p  pc strongly
depends of the number of states m that are retained within the LCTMRG
algorithm. This is demonstrated in g. 6.11 which plots numerical computations
for various m at p  pc.
However, it is surprising that so many states m are needed although there is a
very strong fall o of the density-matrix eigenvalues i, cf. g. 6.12.
As another possibility we check the influence of the size of the Trotter steps t
on the numerics. The curves of g. 6.13 belong to various t, but are rescaled to
t = 0:05 for comparison. Even though ner Trotter decompositions increase
the total number of convergent Trotter steps, one can not improve the accuracy
of the data with respect to the absolute time t. If on the other hand t becomes
too large, the Trotter decomposition itself gets worse and is then responsible
for unsatisfactory numerical data.
To estimate the eect of numerical errors caused by floating point inaccuracies
we implemented the diagonalization routine for the density-matrix alternatively
by using higher mantissa bits. This was technically realized by using the GMP
library [129] which allows an arbitrary number of mantissa bits. As shown in
g. 6.14, only a marginal eect on the numerics is observed.
Overall, it remains an open question what exactly is the limiting factor for the
worse convergence at the phase transition point p  pc in the BFP. To exclude
model specic reasons, we also checked other RDPs, e.g. the contact process.
Qualitatively, the same limited convergence near the critical phase transition
point is observed.
The numerical investigations show that the new LCTMRG algorithm is a con-
siderable step towards a general and very ecient method for 1D stochastic
problems. Compared to the traditional approach using Monte-Carlo simula-
tions, we nally emphasize two fundamental advantages of out method:
 The LCTMRG is not a simulation technique. There is no need of taking
random numbers and sample averages. The LCTMRG is a numerical
renormalization group based on the quantum formalism for stochastic
models where averages are directly accessible.
 The algorithm describes the exact thermodynamic limit L ! 1 of the
stochastic model. Note, that here we even have to deal with a nite
classical 2D system only, due to the simplication from the \light-cone
decoupling". Thus, there are in principle no nite-size eects like in MCS
or stochastic DMRG.
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Figure 6.11.: The gure plots the dynamic evolution of the order parameter n(t)
of the BFP at criticality p  pc for various number of kept states
m = 32 : : : 400. A MCS is plotted for comparison by a dashed
line.
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Figure 6.12.: In the gure one can see the spectrum i of the density-matrix 
for Trotter steps M = 10; 50; 100; 1000 at criticality p  pc.
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Figure 6.13.: Plot of the order parameter n(t) of the BFP at criticality p  pc,
keeping m = 64 states, where t = 0:001 : : : 0:5 is varied.
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Figure 6.14.: The 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The present thesis dealt with two seemingly dierent types of physical models.
In a rst part thermodynamic properties of the Hirsch model are studied. In
contrast, the second part of the thesis turns from equilibrium to non-equilibrium
physics and investigated dynamic properties of stochastic systems. At rst
glance both models seem to be physically opposed, but a general methodical
framework is found to study them, namely the transfer-matrix DMRG (TMRG)
algorithm. Whereas the applicability of the traditional \quantum TMRG" onto
the thermodynamics of fermionic systems necessitates only a few modications,
the\stochastic TMRG"is completely novel and its development an integral part
of this thesis. In the following we summarize the essential results.
Thermodynamics of the Hirsch model
The Hirsch model extends the one-dimensional Hubbard model by an o-diagonal
bond-charge interaction X, that leads to rich physics based on the breaking
of particle-hole symmetry. We particularly focused on the parameter region
0  X=t  1, which by symmetry arguments is representative for all para-
meters. Bosonization studies { valid for X=t  1 { predict that the Hirsch
model behaves like a Hubbard model with density n dependent eective Cou-
lomb potential Ue = 8X cos(n=2) and hopping amplitude te = t− nX. The
particular case X=t = 1 is exactly solvable by free fermion techniques. Here,
the whole energy spectrum is accessible and thermodynamic properties can be
calculated rigorously. Between the bosonisation region X=t 1 and the exact
solvable point X=t = 1, some numeric groundstate studies are available as well,
but only very little is known about the model’s thermodynamics.
We numerically studied the Hirsch model using the quantum TMRG algorithm.
The method allows for computations of thermodynamic potentials, local expect-
ation values, the specic heat, susceptibilities and the asymptotic behavior of
various two-point correlation functions. Since TMRG studies of fermion systems
are quite rare in literature, we allude to some important technical details of the
algorithm, e.g. the relevance of the fermion statistics and the role of spin and
charge quantum numbers. We are able to realize up to 2000 TMRG iteration
steps, which corresponds to a minimal reachable temperature of T=t = 0:01.
Our computations concentrate on vanishing Coulomb potential U = 0 and
the particular cases X=t = 0:1; 0:5; 0:9 and X=t = 1. These choices represent
small, intermediate and large values of X=t in the representative region 0 
X=t  1. The integrable case X=t = 1 is mainly used to check the precision of
the numerics, verifying excellent agreement of exact and TMRG data down to
temperatures T=t  0:02.
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In accordance with previous works, our studies of the spin and charge suscept-
ibilities conrm two (T = 0) phases in the non-integrable regime 0 < X=t < 1.
Below half-lling we principally identify Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid behavior,
where spin and charge excitations are gapless. For more than half-lling a
Luther-Emery liquid phase with spin gap is found, if X=t is not too large.
The low-temperature behavior of the susceptibilities for X=t = 0:1 essentially
correspond to the Hubbard model with eective Coulomb potential Ue and
hopping amplitude te, as predicted by bosonization. For intermediate coup-
ling X=t = 0:5 the correspondence holds qualitatively, but not quantitatively:
Even though the phase transition occurs at approximately half lling, the low-
temperature behavior of the susceptibilities contradict the bosonization results.
For large X & 0:65, the spin gap disappears for any llings. Additionally, nu-
merical investigations of the specic heat and density exhibit interesting phe-
nomena of nearly universal crossing points. These can be understood from quite
general thermodynamic considerations and have also been observed e.g. in the
Hubbard model.
We completed the thermodynamic studies by focusing on thermal correlation
functions, which is a fairly new TMRG research eld. The asymptotic behavior
of correlations can be characterized by thermal correlation lengths. These are
connected with the eigenspectrum of the quantum transfer matrix. We dis-
cussed, how the respective eigenvalue can be assigned to the correct correlation
function. Thereby, two-point density-density, spin-spin, singlet and triplet pair
correlation lengths can be computed and even be distinguished into oscillating
and non-oscillating parts.
The dominating correlation lengths in each phase characterize the principal
physics of the Hirsch model. In the Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid phase the dens-
ity correlations are observed to be dominant for all temperatures. In contrast,
in the spin-gapped Luther-Emery liquid phase we nd an interesting crossover
of superconducting singlet-pair and density-density correlation lengths at nite
temperature Tc > 0. Consequently, the low-temperature physics T < Tc conrm
a strong tendency to superconductivity. The crossover phenomena are indeed
expected from previous T = 0 results and conformal eld theory predictions.
Note, that the one-dimensional Hirsch model is not strictly superconducting at
nite temperatures, since o-diagonal long-range order is not possible. But our
results give rise to speculate about true superconductivity of the Hirsch model
in two dimensions. Unfortunately, up to now no reasonable TMRG algorithms
have been developed for such two-dimensional quantum systems.
This thesis concentrates on the influence of the bond-charge term X only, thus
we have chosen a vanishing on-site potential U = 0. However, in practice
U may not be neglected for many experimental materials. This would be an
interesting matter of future research, which could e.g. clarify the existence of a
Mott transition for repulsive U;X > 0.
Overall we nally allude that the TMRG algorithm is indeed an optimal choice
for our purposes. Alternatively, quantum Monte-Carlo simulations are often
chosen to study thermodynamic properties. But in contrast, the TMRG has
some fundamental advantages:
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 The thermodynamics are treated in the exact thermodynamic limit of
the quantum chain. This is guaranteed by the underlying transfer-matrix
approach. Thus no nite size corrections aect the TMRG data.
 The TMRG does not suer from\the sign problem"known from quantum
Monte-Carlo simulations of fermionic models. We explicitly include the
Fermi statistics into our approach by using a Jordan-Wigner transforma-
tion.
 The TMRG provides an elegant and eective way to compute the asymp-
totics of correlation functions in great detail. The correlation lengths can
even be distinguished by oscillating and non-oscillating parts.
Dynamics of Stochastic Models
The second part of the thesis was dedicated to the development of a capable
TMRG algorithm for stochastic models. This is possible due to certain well-
known formal analogies to quantum models: The master equation, which de-
scribes the dynamic evolution of a stochastic model, can be mapped onto a
Schro¨dinger equation in imaginary time. Thus various concepts known from
equilibrium physics, such as criticality or universality, similar persist in the
non-equilibrium case.
It was quite natural to transfer also the TMRG concept to the stochastic coun-
terpart. In a similar way to the quantum case, the dynamics can be mapped
onto a classical two-dimensional system by Trotter-Suzuki decomposition, where
the time dimension takes the role of the (reciprocal) temperature. In almost
one-to-one correspondence a \stochastic TMRG" algorithm is constructed up
to a few, but important modications. Astonishing mathematical properties of
the stochastic transfer-matrices appear, that are deeply related to the underly-
ing causal structure of the stochastic process. These are not known from the
quantum TMRG, thus the identication of time and temperature is much more
sophisticated than one would have originally expected.
Additionally, it is found that the numerical stability of the stochastic TMRG is
poor. Only about 102 TMRG iterations are possible, which is small compared
to usual quantum TMRG applications. The numerical problems seemed to
be of a principal type, connected with ill-conditioned matrix elements of the
transfer-matrix that are characteristical for the stochastic case.
Therefore, we introduced a completely new variant of a stochastic TMRG al-
gorithm, which we call stochastic light-cone CTMRG (LCTMRG). As suggested
by its name, this novel method allows for the causal structure of stochastic sys-
tem mentioned above: Only a reduced, triangle shaped classical lattice has to
be considered for calculating local averages. Such nite systems can numerically
be studied by a corner-transfer-matrix DMRG (CTMRG) algorithm, which is
well-known from studies of two-dimensional classical systems.
We have tested the new algorithm by comparing LCTMRG data to exact results
and Monte-Carlo simulations of two dierent reaction-diusion models, namely
the diusion-annihilation and branch-fusion process. As a spectacular result,
we conrm highly precise numerical LCTMRG results up to 105 Trotter steps,
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even if the model is critical as the diusion-annihilation process. Compared
to the \old" stochastic TMRG this means a considerable increase of at least
three orders of magnitude. As an important observation, inherent numerical
problems of the old stochastic TMRG algorithm obviously do not appear in
our new approach. Thus the causal structure, that presumably induces the
instabilities before, turns out to be an advantage after all.
However, in the vicinity of critical phase transition points, exemplied by the
branch-fusion model, the convergence of the LCTMRG gets worse. Neverthe-
less we are able to determine suciently precise results for critical exponents.
But it remains an open question what exactly causes the instabilities at crit-
ical phase boundaries. A crucial point of future studies should inherently focus
on the density-matrix projection. We stress, that our choice is mainly based
on numerical observations. But conspicuously the density-matrix weights in
the LCTMRG algorithm decay extremely fast, which alludes to weak correla-
tions between system and environment block. However, in each DMRG-style
algorithm \suciently" strong correlations are important, since the renormaliz-
ation step has to predict the physically relevant renormalization states for the
enlargement of the system block. It is worth to speculate about the question, if
White’s density-matrix is indeed the best truncation procedure in the stochastic
case, since the aected correlations are (too) weak.
But even if the number of possible time steps in particular at phase transition
points can not compete with e.g. Monte-Carlo simulations up to now, we believe
that stochastic TMRG algorithms can be an extremely valuable tool for future
studies. Compared to the traditional simulations, there are two fundamental
advantages of the LCTMRG:
 The LCTMRG is not a simulation technique. There is no need of tak-
ing random numbers and sample averages. The LCTMRG is a numerical
renormalization group based on the quantum formalism for stochastic
models, where all sample averages are intrinsically included. Therefore,
the numerical results are extremely precise, do not suer from any fluctu-
ations, and consequently are well suited for interpolations of e.g. critical
exponents.
 The algorithm describes the exact thermodynamic limit L ! 1 of the
stochastic model, even though only a nite triangle shaped classical sys-
tem has to be computed. Thus, there are in principle no nite-size eects
like in simulations.
We nally mention that a generalization of the LCTMRG to more than one
dimension is imaginable, since higher dimensional CTMRG variants are known
in the context of three-dimensional classical systems. It is also worth to study
the (corner-)transfer-matrix spectrum that presumably is connected with cor-
relation functions, similar to the quantum case. This use of spectral properties
necessitates further intense contentions with theoretic properties of stochastic
transfer-matrices. But the possibility of studying correlations in that way could
be another valuable advantage over Monte-Carlo simulations.
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A. Jordan-Wigner Transformation
The Jordan-Wigner transformation (JWT) is a very powerful mapping between
spin and fermion systems. The basic idea is to identify the canonically local
spin basis (e.g.
Sz = j"i ; j#i) with the fermion basis (e.g. n = 0; 1).
Consequently, the creation (annihilation) operators cyi (ci) are substituted by
raising (lowering) spin operator S+i (S
−
i ). Although this equivalence works
well for one site, one crucial problem arises for a many-site model; while two
fermion operators of dierent sites anticommute, two spin operaters commute.
This dilemma was solved by Jordan and Wigner [83] by choosing an adequate
transformation, which we will show in the following sections.
A.1. Spinless Fermions
This section outlines the JWT for spinless fermions. Our aim is to substitute
the fermion operators by spin operators. Exemplarily, we will also investigate,
how the Hamilton operator of 1D free spinless fermions
H =
X
<ij>
cyicj : (A.1)
transforms under the JWT.
Let ~Si = (Sxi ; S
y
i ; S
z
i ) be a spin-1/2 at site i, with the raising and lowering
operators S+i ; S
−
i dened by
Si = S
x
i  iSyi (A.2)
Consider the non-local \kink" operator
Kj = exp

i
j−1X
i=1
S+i S
−
i

: (A.3)
We dene the operators
cj = KjS−j and c
y
j = S
+
j Kj (A.4)
which one can show are indeed fermion operators. For a proof, we use that Si
and Kj anti-commute for i < j and commute otherwise:
fSi ;Kjg = 0 for i < j and [Si ;Kj ] = 0 for i  j : (A.5)
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Thus we observe for i < j
cicj = KiS−i KjS
−
j = −KiKjS−i S−j (A.6)
= −KjS−j KiS−i = −cjci
and similarly one proves for i 6= j
cyi cj = S
+
i KiKjS
−
j = −KjS−j S+i Ki = −cjcyi : (A.7)
In summary, we have shown that ci obeys the canonical anti-commutation re-
lations
fci; cjg = fcyi ; cyjg = 0 and fci; cyjg = i;j (A.8)
Thus, cyi (ci) creates (destroys) a fermion at site i.
If we insert the JWT (A.4) into (A.1), one observes
cyi+1ci = S
+
i+1Ki+1KiS
−
i = S
+
i+1e
iS+i S
−
i S−i = −2S+i+1Szi S−i (A.9)
= −2S+i+1

S+i S
−
i −
1
2

S−i = S
+
i+1S
−
i (A.10)
and similarly
cyi ci+1 = S
+
i S
−
i+1 (A.11)
Thus, the Hamiltonian has the same shape in terms of spin operators
H =
X
<ij>
S+i S
−
i+1 : (A.12)
Note, that in the JWT the boundary conditions may change from periodic to
anti-periodic ones, depending on if the number of lattice sites are odd or even.
A.2. Fermions with Spin
If we consider 1D free fermions with spin the JWT has to be generalized:
cj = KjS−j; c
y
j = S
+
jKj (A.13)
with the kink operators
Kj" = exp

i
j−1X
i;
S+iS
−
i

with Kj# = exp

i
jX
i;
S+iS
−
i

(A.14)
Si are spin-1/2 operators at site i, where two\types" of spins are distinguished
by . Note, that here the JWT identies the basis
n"; n# with a spin basisSz" ; Sz#. The dierence of the operators Kj" and Kj# is, that the summation is
taken up to j−1 or j, respectively. This is in particular necessary to guarantee,
that the fermion operators of the same site j and dierent spins  anti-commute.
We next show, that this JWT conserves the anti-commuting relations of the
fermion operators. For that purpose, we use the relations
Kj"Sl = (−1)l<jSlKj" and Kj#Sl = (−1)ljSlKj# : (A.15)
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We next show the anti-commutator relation
fcj; clg = 0 and fcyj; clg = j;l; : (A.16)
For j < l one observes
cyjcl = S
+
jKjKlS
−
l = (−1);#S+jKjS−lKl (A.17)
= (−1);#S−lS+jKlKj = −(−1);#S−lKlS+jKj
= −KlS−lS+jKj = −clcyj
and
cjcl = KjS−jKlS
−
l = −KjKlS−jS−l (A.18)
= −KlKjS−lS−j = −KlS−lKjS−j = −clcj
For j = l one nds
cyjcj = S
+
jKjKjS
−
j = (−1) 6=KjS+jS−jKj (A.19)
cjc
y
j = KjS
−
jS
+
jKj ;
For  6=  the operators S+j and S−j commute and hence fcyj; cjg = 0. Oth-
erwise ( = ) we have fS+j; S−jg = 1 and thus fcyj; cjg = 0. This completes
the proof.
In contrast to the free spinless fermion case, the local Hamiltonian of free fer-
mions with spin
H =
X
<ij>
cyicj ; (A.20)
is not \invariant" under the JWT. Inserting (A.13) into (A.20) yields
cyi+1"ci" = Si+1"Ki+1"Ki"Si" = Si+1" e
iS+i"S
−
i" eiS
+
i#S
−
i#Si# (A.21)
= eiS
+
i#S
−
i# Si#Si+1"Si" (cf. (A.9))
= (−1)ni#Si+1"Si" ; (A.22)
where ni# = S+i#S
−
i#. Similarly one can prove
cyi+1#ci# = (−1)ni+1"Si+1#Si# : (A.23)
Hence, the transformed Hamilton reads
H = −
X
i
(
(−1)ni#S+i+1"S−i" + (−1)ni+1"S+i+1#S−i# + h:c:

(A.24)
The fermion statistic demands changing signs for the hopping terms in a spin
description. Note, that as in the spinless case the boundary conditions may also
change.
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Hirsch model at X=t = 1
This section summaries the basic steps of calculating the partition function and
grand canonical potential (3.21) of the Hirsch model at X=t = 1 (t = 1) (see
also sec. 3.2.1) in the thermodynamic limit L ! 1. The Hamilton operator
H = HX +HU +Hext we consider is found in (3.10). We use the rearrangement
of the Fock space shown in sec. 2.3.3. The energy levels of eq. 2.57 additionally
split up due to Hext and explicitly read
E(

nAk
}
; N"#; ~N") =
X
k
kn
A
k + UN"# − hM − N
(?)
=
X
k
(k − + h)nAk +N"#(U − 2)− 2h ~N" (B.1)
where ~N" = N"−N"# counts the A species (cf. sec. 2.3.3) with spin up and the
momentum k takes values k = j=(L + 1); j = 1 : : : L. The identity (?) can be
proved by using
N = NA + 2N"# = N ; (B.2)
M = 2 ~N" −NA and (B.3)
NA =
X
k
nAk : (B.4)
The degeneracy g of each energy level is found by combinatorial arguments.
For each sequence

nAk
}
there are
(NA
~N"

congurations of ~N" A-species of type
j"i. Analogously, (L−NAN"#  congurations of N"# doubly occupied sites j"#i are
possible, thus
g(

nAk
}
; N"#; ~N") =

NA
~N"

L−NA
N"#

(B.5)
Note, that the latter equation is consistent with eq. (2.58) by summing out ~N".
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For the partition function of a nite system of length L we nd
ZL =
X
fnAk g
L−NAX
N"#=0
NAX
~N"=0

NA
~N"

L−NA
N"#

e−(
P
k(k−+h)nAk +N"#(U−2)−2h ~N")
=
X
fnAk g
0
@L−NAX
N"#=0

L−NA
N"#

e−(U−2)N"#
1
A
0
@ NAX
~N"=0

NA
~N"

e2h ~N"
1
A

Y
k
e−(k−+h)n
A
k
=
X
fnAk g

1 + e−(U−2)
L−NA 
1 + e2h
NA Y
k
e−(k−+h)n
A
k
=

1 + e(2−U)
LY
k
1X
nA=0

1 + e2h
1 + e−(U−2)
e−(k−+h)
nA
=

1 + e(2−U)
LY
k

1 +
2 cosh(h)
1 + e−(U−2)
e−(k−)

=

1 + e(2−U)
LY
k

1 + e−(k−
)

(B.6)
where
(; ; U; h) = +
1

ln
2 cosh(h)
1 + e(2−U)
: (B.7)
is an eective chemical potential. Thus, the grand canonical potential ’ reads
−’ = 1
L
lnZL = ln

1 + e(2−U)

+
1
L
X
k
ln

1 + e−(k−
)

L!1−−−−! ln

1 + e(2−U)

+
1

Z 
0
dk ln

1 + e−(k−
)

(B.8)
The result coincides with [76]. The integral is not trivially solvable. But nev-
ertheless precise numerical analysis is possible, so that various thermodynamic
properties are accessible.
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C. Correlation Lengths of Free
Fermions with Spin
In section 3.3.2 we referred to exact results for the correlation lengths of free
fermions with spin. We derive the formula for the correlation length
−1 = 2arsinh(T=2) ; (C.1)
which is valid for all spin, density, triplet and singlet pair correlations.
We start with the free fermion Hamiltonian
H = −t
X
j

cyj;cj+1; + c
y
j+1;cj;

: (C.2)
H is diagonal in momentum space
H = −2t
X
q
cos q cyqcq =
X
q
qnq (C.3)
where q = −2t cos q, nq = cyqcq and cq is given by the Fourier transforma-
tion
c
(y)
j =
X
q
eiqjc(y)q : (C.4)
We consider the the density correlation function at nite temperature T > 0〈
nrn0

=
X
;0
〈
cyrcrc
y
00c00

: (C.5)
Following Wick’s theorem the density correlation separates into
〈
nrn0

=
X
0
〈
nr
〈
n00
− 〈cyrc00〈cy00cr = n2 − 2f2(r) (C.6)
where
f(r) =
〈
cyrc0

=
X
q;q0
e−iqr
〈
cyqcq0
| {z }
nqq;q0
=
X
q
e−iqr
eq + 1
(C.7)
! 1
2
Z 
−
dq
e−iqr
e2 cos q + 1| {z }
=:g(q)
for the thermodynamic limit : (C.8)
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γ2
1
γ1
γ4
C
γ3 C
Figure C.1.: Integral path @C = γ =
S
i γi. The path γ2 is shifted to innity,
such that this part of the integral does not contribute. The integ-
rals along γ1 and γ3 cancel each other. Therefore the integrals over
γ and [−; ] are equal.
We solve the integral by residuum calculus
f(r) =
1
2
Z 
−
dq g(q) =
1
2
I
γ
dz g(z) = −i
X
zi
reszig (C.9)
The integration path γ = @C, which border the complex area C 2 C, is shown
in g. C.1. The poles of g are
zk;n = (2k + 1)

2
+ i(−1)k arsinh(n); with n = (2n + 1)2 and k; n 2 Z :
(C.10)
Singularities with (k; n) 2 (−1;N0)[(1;−N) fall into the area C and contribute
to eq. (C.9). The residuum of g explicitly reads
reszk;ng = −
e−izk;nr
2 sin zk;n
=
e−rarsinh(n)p
42 + (2n + 1)22
 ei 2 r : (C.11)
The dominant part of (C.11) (i.e. r  1) is obviously given by the residuum of
z−1;0 and z0;−1, which yields
f(r)  −i (resz−1;0g + resz0;−1g = 2 sin
(

2 r

42 + 2
 e−r arsinh( 2 ) (C.12)
Therefore the asymptotics of the density-density correlation function reads〈
nrn0
  f2(r)  e−r= (C.13)
with the thermal correlation length
−1 = 2arsinh


2

: (C.14)
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All other correlation function, such as spin-spin, singlet pair or triplet pair
correlations have the same correlation length due to Wick’s theorem. As an
example we consider the singlet-pair correlation
〈
P ys (r)Ps(0)

and deduce
2
〈
P ys (r)Ps(0)

=
〈
(cyr+1;"c
y
r;# − cyr+1;#cyr;")  (c1;"c0;# − c1;#c0;")

=
〈
cyr+1;"c
y
r;#c1;"c0;#
− 〈cyr+1;"cyr;#c1;#c0;"−〈
cyr+1;#c
y
r;"c1;"c0;#

+
〈
cyr+1;#c
y
r;"c1;#c0;"

= −〈cyr+1;"cr;"〈cy1;#c0;#− 〈cyr+1;"c0;"〈cyr;#c1;#
−〈cyr+1;#c0;#〈cyr;"c1;"− 〈cyr+1;#c1;#〈cyr;"c0;"
= −f2(r)− f(r + 1)f(r − 1)  f2(r) : (C.15)
Analogous one obtains
〈
SzrS
z
0

=
S2z
4
− 1
2
f2(r)  f2(r) and〈
P yt (r)Pt(0)

= f2(r)− f(r + 1)f(r − 1)  f2(r) : (C.16)
Hence we have proved, that the thermal correlation lengths of all correlation
functions, that we consider in this thesis, have the same correlation length
(C.14).
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English Abstract
The present work applies a numerical method, namely the transfer-matrix density-matrix
renormalization group (TMRG), to two seemingly dierent types of models. In a rst part
(chapter 1{3) the TMRG is used to investigate the thermodynamics of one-dimensional fer-
mionic models. A second part (chapter 4{6) deals with a novel TMRG method for one-
dimensional stochastic models, whose development is an integral part of the thesis. First, the
\traditional" TMRG algorithm for quantum systems is outlined in its historical context. Two
dierent variants are presented, following works of Xiang et al. and Sirker and Klu¨mper, re-
spectively. The basic idea of the method is to map the thermodynamics of a one-dimensional
quantum model by Trotter-Suzuki decomposition onto a two-dimensional statistical one. The
latter is then solved by a transfer-matrix approach combined with the iterative numerical pro-
cedure of White’s density-matrix renormalization-group (DMRG) algorithm. Thereby precise
computations of various thermodynamic properties, such as thermodynamic potentials, sus-
ceptibilities, thermal expectation values and correlation functions are possible. As the rst
part of the thesis deals with fermionic models, we next review some basics about the the-
ory of strongly correlated fermions in one dimension. Thereupon we elucidate the so-called
Hirsch model, which recently gained a lot of theoretic interest in respect to high-temperature
superconductivity. It extends the well-studied Hubbard model by an o-diagonal bond-charge
interaction term. The current state of research is briefly summarized and mainly refers to
ground state properties. Showing numerical TMRG results we then investigate and discuss
the almost unknown thermodynamics of the Hirsch model. Various phases are identied and
characterized in terms of Tomonaga-Luttinger and Luther-Emery liquid properties, in accord-
ance with previous studies of the ground state. As an important result, superconducting
singlet-pair correlation lenths are observed to dominate the physics at nite temperatures in
a certain spin-gaped phase. Subsequent to our thermodynamic studies, we turn to the second
part of the thesis and outline some theoretic basics of stochastic models. Most notably is
the important formal analogy of the master equation, that describes the dynamics of the
model, to a Schro¨dinger equation in imaginary time. This analogy is used to construct a
\stochastic TMRG" algorithm almost similar to the quantum case, that facilitates the com-
putation of dynamic properties, e.g. the local density of particles. We intensively focus on
interesting mathematical properties of the stochastic transfer-matrix. As an astonishing res-
ult it is found, that the temporal evolution of the non-equilibrium process is reflected by a
certain causal structure of the stochastic TMRG. But even if this new approach seems to be
promising at rst glance, severe numerical problems limit signicantly its practical use. In or-
der to solve these instabilities we propose a completely new variant of the algorithm, which we
call stochastic light-cone corner-transfermatrix DMRG (LCTMRG). As suggested by its name,
the LCTMRG makes use of the causal structure mentioned above and combines it with the
stochastic TMRG algorithm. Applications of the LCTMRG onto various reaction-diusion
models verify highly precise numerical data and a great improve compared to the \old" al-
gorithm by several orders of magnitude. Additionally it is stressed, that the newly proposed
analysis tool provides some considerable advantages to common simulation techniques.
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Deutsche Kurzzusammenfassung
Die vorliegende Arbeit befasst sich mit der Anwendung einer numerischen Methode, der
Transfermatrix-Dichtematrix Renormierungsgruppe, auf zwei auf den ersten Blick unterschied-
liche Modellklassen. In einem ersten Teil (Kapitel 1{3) wird die TMRG zur Untersuchung der
Thermodynamik eindimensionaler Fermionenmodelle genutzt. Ein zweiter Teil (Kapitel 4{6)
befasst sich mit einer neuartigen TMRG Methode fu¨r eindimensionale stochastische Modelle,
deren Entwicklung integraler Bestandteil dieser Arbeit ist. Zuna¨chst wird der
"
traditionelle\
TMRG Algorithmus in historischem Kontext skizziert. Zwei verschiedene Varianten werden
vorgestellt, anknu¨pfend an die Arbeiten von Xiang et al. bzw. Sirker und Klu¨mper. Grund-
legende Idee der Methode ist, die Thermodynamik eines eindimensionalen Quantensystems
durch Trotter-Suzuki Zerlegung auf ein zweidimensionales statistisches Modell abzubilden.
Letzteres wird dann anhand eines Transfermatrix-Zugangs in Kombination mit dem iterativen
Verfahren der White’schen Dichtematrix-Renormierungsgruppe (DMRG) numerisch gelo¨st. So
sind hoch genaue Berechnungen verschiedener thermodynamischer Eigenschaften mo¨glich, wie
z.B. thermodynamische Potentiale, Suszeptibilita¨ten, thermische Erwartungswerte und Kor-
relationsfunktionen. Da sich der erste Teil der Arbeit mit Fermionensystemen befasst, werden
zuna¨chst einige Grundlagen zur Theorie stark korrelierter Fermionen in einer Dimension zu-
sammengefasst. Daraufhin erla¨utern wir das sogenannte Hirsch-Modell, welches gerade in
letzter Zeit in Hinblick auf Hochtemperatur-Supraleitung groes theoretisches Interesse er-
langt hat. Es erweitert das vielseits bekannte Hubbard-Modell um einen nicht-diagonalen
bond-charge Wechselwirkungsterm. Der aktuelle Stand der Forschung ist kurz zusammenge-
fasst und beschra¨nkt sich im wesentlichen auf Grundzustandseigenschaften. Anhand nume-
rischer TMRG Ergebnisse untersuchen und diskutieren wir daraufhin die weitgehend unbe-
kannte Thermodynamik des Hirsch-Modells. Verschiedene Phasen konnten identiziert und
durch Tomonaga-Luttinger und Luther-Emery Flu¨ssigkeitstheorie charakterisiert werden, in
U¨bereinstimmung mit fru¨heren Arbeiten zum Grundzustand. Als ein wichtiges Ergebnis be-
obachten wir die Dominanz supraleitender Singlett-Paarkorrelationsla¨ngen in einer Phase mit
Spin-Anregungslu¨cke. Im Anschluss an die thermodynamischen Studien wenden wir uns dem
zweiten Teil dieser Arbeit zu und geben einen U¨berblick u¨ber einige theoretischen Grundlagen
stochastischer Modelle. Zu nennen ist vor allem die wichtige formale Analogie der Masterglei-
chung, die die dynamische Entwicklung des Modells beschreibt, zu einer Schro¨dinger-Gleichung
in imagina¨rer Zeit. Diese Analogie wird genutzt um einen
"
stochastischen TMRG\ Algorithmus
a¨hnlich zu dem fu¨r Quantensysteme zu konstruieren, der die Berechnung dynamischer Eigen-
schaften erlaubt, wie z.B. der lokalen Teilchendichte. Wir beleuchten detailliert die interessante
mathematische Struktur der stochastischen Transfermatrix. Als erstaunliches Ergebnis stellt
sich heraus, dass sich die zeitabha¨ngige Natur des Nichtgleichgewicht-Prozesses in einer gewis-
sen kausalen Struktur der stochastischen TMRG a¨uert. Aber obwohl dieser neue Zugang auf
den ersten Blick vielversprechend erscheint, schra¨nken schwerwiegende numerische Probleme
dessen praktische Nutzbarkeit erheblich ein. Um diese Instabilita¨ten zu lo¨sen, schlagen wir
eine vo¨llig neue Variante des Algorithmus vor, die wir stochastische Lichtkegel CTMRG nen-
nen (LCTMRG). Wie bereits aus der Bezeichung ersichtlich ist, nutzt die LCTMRG die oben
genannte kausale Struktur und kombiniert sie mit dem stochastischen TMRG Algorithmus.
Anwendungen der LCTMRG auf verschiedene Reaktions-Diusions-Prozesse besta¨tigen hoch
pra¨zise numerische Ergebnisse und eine entscheidene Verbesserung des
"
alten\ Algorithmus.
Daru¨ber hinaus wird betont, dass die neu vorgeschlagene Analysemethode einige bedeutende
Vorteile gegenu¨ber u¨blichen Simulationsverfahren bietet.
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